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Mr. Chairman, Comrades and Friends of the Socialist Labor Party:
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Once more we are gathered to commemorate the
birthday of one of America's great men, the outstanding socia1 scientist and Marxian scholar, Daniel De
Leon. In addressing you on this occasion it has seemed
to me to be fitting to devote Pome time to a brief reviqw
of some of the trials and tribdations of this foremost
twentieth-century Proletarian Emancipator, and to
point to parallels of similar trials and tribulations in
the lives of other great men who gave their all in tbe
service of socia1 p m p s s and of mankind.
In paying tribute to Dt Ixon on these occasions,
we do so, not merely out of reverence for a great and
noble character, hut above all because only in the prim
ciples and program ~f De Lean do we find the answer
to the grave and throbbing social question of our age
-the question that is redly the crucial one in any age+
and particularly in great social crises. And if on this
occasion we bracket the name of De Leon with those
of other great men who played determining roles in
the great crises of history, it is because each represent¶
in his person and lifework the issue that had to be set5

tIed in his day-the fundamental issue that still must btsettled, in order that social progress may continue, in
order that civilization may he further advanced. And
also because these great men, all of them, were the victims of calumnies and persecution by predatory interests. and the subjects of viiifving and vituperative at,
tacks by the agents of sinister, anti-social forces.
I-

To calumniate, to vilify+specialIv

to viIify the
noble and the great-is among the most ancient of
sports. There is no epoch that has not witnessed it, no
outstanding personality in anv epoch that has not been
its victim. Indeed, it may be set down as a'maxim that
the greater the man. the greater the calumny: the greater his effort in hehalf of the op'pressed, the more vicious
and malicians the lie. The rel.iI;ng of the Great has
become commonplace to the degree where its omission
almosr'causes onr: to ask: What is wrong with this
great man that he has not been reviled? In the New
Testament, far example. we find in the Book of Ltike
this apostrophe to the would-he victim of slander:
"Woe unto you, when a11 men shall speak well of you" l
Yet all men of good wiI1, of good character, cherish their reputation, their good name, even though they
may profess indifference to the slanderer and his evil
commodity. The writings of most great men, even
white protesting the calumnies circulated about them,
ind~ldeexamples of this feigned indifference. George
Washington once wrote: "To persevere in one's duty
and be silent is the best answer to calumny." Many
years Iater Ernenon put it this way: "The solar system
has no anxiety about its reputation.'' This is the Olym
pian attitude, but t h e best and greatest of men are not
8

0 l y m p i a n ~ h c - are,
y after all, human, sensitive to foul
abuse and malicious vilifications, and gmemlly react accordingly. Only the honored dead can remain unmoved by calumny and flattery alike.
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IT
T propose this afternoon to deal briefly with the
campaigns of slander and vilification directed against
four very great men-Thomas Jefferson. Abraham Lincoln, Karl Marx, and our own Daniel De Leon, whose
ninety-fifth birthdav we are cammemora~ingthis afternoon. And, in comparing the respective dander campaigns carried on against them (even after their
deaths), we find a striking similarity in the slanders and
misrepresentations hurled at them. Not only are their
principles, the parposes and intentions of their lifework, shamefully misrepresented, bnt their personal
characters as well are assailed in the vilest terms; they
are charged with every crime on the moral calendar,
and with not a few from the criminal code.
We shall, hawever, make a serious mistake if we
conclude that these calumnies sprang from personal
hatred of these great men (though personal hatred undoubtedly played a part), or that it was their personal
attributes per se which prompted the attacks. Had
these four great men (and others similarly reviled)
chosen to adhere to the statw quo, had they been content to play along with ruling cliques, had they forsworn their principles and yielded to the prevailing
property pressure as against the upsurge and, demands
of the democratic spirit--in short, had they supported
the privileged few and opposed the daims of the despoiled and oppressed, contemporaneous officiaI society
would have found them to be veritable moral Peck7

sniffs and, like Mr. Pecksniff, "fuller of virtuous precept than a copybook."
They were assailed and maligned because they took
their stand with the spirit of progress, because they
espoused the cruse of the mass of the people, because
they hearkened to the voice of freedom and the general welfare, and dosed their ears to the falsehoods
and blandishments of the powerful and the wealthy.
They were viiified and Iied ahout because they placed
human rights above property rights, and, above all, because they not merely preached and theorized about
the great principles they proclaimed bur lived these
principlers and provided the plans, the ways and means,
of putting these principles into practical effect.

.

THOMAS JEFPERSON

I
T h ki a o t h h more cammon than to confuec
Atlseriesa Revolution wifh h
the t m crf
the late
w. The Amwar is ovtr,
but tkh b far from
the mst WHI4he Anledcan Repolutb. On &e an-,
but the
i¶rd mat ~3 of the @ a t drama rs c M . - B m
jadn Rusk.
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day, and cunsidering his station in life,
Thomas Jefferson was unquestionably the most revited
of men. His aristocratic birth, his Virginia patricianism, his great contribution in the cause of the American
Revolution, none of these saved him from the abuse
heaped upon him by those who regarded him as a traitor to his class, as a betrayer of his class interests. Under the stress of the Revolution, and during the early
formative years of the Republic, harmony apparently
prevailed among the fighters for Amcrican independence, Obedient, however, to the law of revolution in
class-divided societies, no sooner had the chief objeclives of the Revolution been attained by the new t o p
ruling class than the hitherto obscured, or disregarded,
class divisions manifested themselves, The powerful
rich, the landed a r i s ~ r a q ,fearful of the threats
which they sensed in the presence of a large class of
~~latively
poor or less privileged persons, took steps to
safeguard their property, to consolidate their class interests.
This fear of the "lower ordersHin post-revolution9

ary periods has been well described by Dr. Gustav
Bang in his "Crises in European History." Referring
to the great French Revolution, and the conquest of
power by the uppermost layers of the French bourgeoisie, Dr. Bang writes: "Bur no sooner had they
reached their goal than they were stricken with terror
of the movement below. . . .Assoon as the Girondins,
continually invoking the common people, had conquered political power, they turned around and fought
relentlessly against the 'ultra-revolutionaries'. . . .They
saw in them nothing but unscrupulous rioters, who were
threatening 'true liber~.'"
And Jefferson's "crime" was precisely that he remained true to the original spirit: of the American
Revolution, as so fervently expressed in the Declaration of Independence, the immortal document that he
penned. In this great charter of democracy, Jefferson
Iaid down the principles that inspired men to dedicate
their lives and their treasure to the destruction of
monarchal and feudal rule in America-the principles
which he later developed and applied in the subsequent
struggles against the surviving monarchal and nascent
plutocratic spirit in America. The Federalists, the
Hamiltonians, referred to the mass of the people as
that "Great Beast, the People." No wonder they hated
the man who could write (as he did on June 24, 1826
-ten days before his death) :
"All eyes are opened, or opining to the rights of
man. T h e general spread of the light of science has
already laid open to every view the palpable truth that
$he mass of mankind has not been born with saddles on
their backs, #or a favored few booted and spumed,
ready t o ride them Iegitimately by the grace of God."
(Our italics.)
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Jefiersoa has been reproached for hirs failure to
d e e d e d adon against slaverp.
Morally he may have felt the guih bf his failure, and in
a measure acknowledged i
t But no man, however
great, an wccessfully a r r y out two missions of major
import at the same time. He wst choose in accordance
with the citrum1otancea of the time, and these circumstances determine the question of priority and' the immediacy of issues, But though he conld not be a mili-.
tmt in the s t r u e against Qaverp, he spke out against
it in the strongest terms. In a letter written in 1787
he sdd: "This abomination must have an end? In
18x4 he wrote : '*[My
senthznts] on the subject of
slavery of Negroes have lung s h e heen in ~ O W M I C S S ~ W I of the public, and time has onlp sewed to give them .
stronger root. . .Yet the hour of emancipation is advancing, in the march of time. It wiU come, and whether brought on by the generous energy of our own
minds, or by the bloody process of St. Domingo,. . . .
is a leaf of our h i s ~ r gmt yet turned over." And
again iri 1&a5ht wrote: "The abolition of the evil is
not impogsible; it ought never, therefare, to be da
spaired 0 f . V And as eady as ~ 7 8 2 in
, denouncing slavery, he uttered the famous, oft-quoted words :"Tndeed,
I tremble for my country *en I reflect that God is
take strong and

.

+

just*... 99

L
i
b Msdiwn he w a s an outspoken foe of d i t a r ism and the military spirit. Realizing keenly that militarism, standing annies and navies were ever the tools
of a predatory m h g class, and the foe of a free petF
ple, J e h o n wrote in January, 1799:
."I am. . .not for w standing army in time of peace
which m a y overawe the public sentiment, nor for a
navy whichJ by it^ own expenses and the eternal wars

.
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in which it will implicate us, will grind us with pubIic
burdens and sink us under them."
A,manwho so forcefully spoke out in favor of
popular rights, who denounced the evil of slavery, and
who so boldly challenged the power of the.privileged
few and opposed their schemes for oppressing and enslaving .the mass of the people-such a man could not
help drawing upon his head the wrath of the ruling
class, and inviting the poison arrows of defamation repeatedly aimed ar him. In the bold assumptions of theo
nascent plutocracy, and its attempts to subvert the rcvolutionaxy spirit of I 776,he witnessed what had already
transpired in France, where he had spent years representing his country-the subverting of the revolution,
the attempted destruction of its fruits, and the foreshadowed reintroduction in America of autocracy and
oppression, in slightly different forms. And so,just as i ~ .
the case of France, so here: Jefferson, preaching and
insisting on practising the democratic creed, and voicing
the equalitarian demands of the less privileged, became
the bogeyman of the top bourgeoisie, the alleged Ieader
of L ' ~ n ~ ~rioters,''
r ~ p and
~ lso~ forth.
~ ~ He became
the embodiment of their class foe, the personification
of their mortal fear of the democratic creed.
'I'his fear af the democratic and equalitarian spirit
was no less strong among the would-be plutocratic elements of the North than among the slave holders of
the South. New political lines were formed, the chief
divisions being between the so-called Federalists, symbolized by Alexander Hamilton, and the so-called Republicans, symbolized by Thomas Jefferson. As we
all know, Jeffeison won this contest, though the victory
was only a temporary one, as in the circumstances it
was bound to be. But it was especially during. the cam.
12

paign of rSoo, and early 1801, that Jefferson became
the objecr of slander and viSication-the victim of a
fouler slander campaign than any man before, or since,
has endured. His enemies presented him as an immoral atheist, an anarchist, as an enemy of the State,
of religion and morality, as a vulgar gambler and frequenter of the cockpit-even a s a common swindler of
widows and as a libertine and coward, and so forth, ad
nauseam.

XI
The cIe r ~ yparticularly
.
pursued him relentlessly, as
the clergy of all ages have persecuted the rebel against
the existing order of things, true to the role of the established churches as guardians of the prevailing prope r t y system with which their interests are ever closely
allied. if not wholly identified. The cIcrgp, 'then as
now, constituted a powerful force in the community.
Their pronouncements were, in pnrttice, the equivalent
of lam among their large following. T o dispute them
was to dispute, not only religion, but the moral law as
welL And Jefferson disputed them all his life, though
rarely in ptzblic. To them Jeffenon's ascension to the
Presidency meant Ioss of influence and power, even Iosa
of praperty. One minister thundered at Jefferson :
I
"Let the first magistrate [i.e., the President of :he
United States] to be r profewtd infidel, and infideIn
will surround him. Let him spend the snbbath in feast' ' ing, in visiting or receiving visits, in riding abroad
[what heinous crimes !I, but never in ping t o church;
1 ' a d m frequent public worship rill become unfaahion. able."
In short, i# Jefferson were elected, so the clergy
raved, athei~mmd anarchism would become rampant,
and then, alas, we, the clergy, will lose aII our custom-

a
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ers, and we rnav even have to do useful work! There
was the rub. The same clergyman concluded in an
outburst of righteous fervor: "Were Mr. Jefferson
connected with me by the nearest ties of blood, and did
1owe him a thousand obligations, I would not, I could
not vote for him. No, sonner than stretch forth my
hand to place him at the head of the nation, 'Let mine
arms fall from mv shodder blades, and mine a m be
broken from the hone.' " The story is told of a New
EngIand clergyman who was called upon to baptize a
child. Like most of his kind, this minister was filled
with a consuming hatred of Je'fferson. When the father
told the minister that he had selected for his child the
name of Thonlas JeRerson, the reverend gentIeman
exploded: "Thomas Jefferson, indeed! No such unchristian name I John Adams, I baptize thee 1''

This propaganda by the clerw against s truly grear
American is strongly reminiscent of the propaganda
carried on today against Marxinn Socialists, against
those who challenge the present property system, and
who prove it ineqtlitable, iniquitous and immoral, and
the epithets bestowed upon us (chiefly by t h e Roman
Catholic clergy) are almost identicaI with those bE
stowed upon Jefferson b? the clergy of his day. The
same defamation of character, the same falsehoods and
misreprrsentation of principles, and all to a similar'
end: to frighten the flock from listening to the voice of
reason, from heeding the munsels of sanity, the pleas'
for a better, a more d~centand happy world in which
to dwell. That the 'power of the priesthood is as real
today as it was in' Jefferson's day-a
power matched
with a corresponding boldness-has been recently dm-

II
Catholic bishissued
ops to thkr floch to boycott mobinwirture houses
which present plays that fail to please them, thus threatening with ruin those wholly legitimate business enterprises that might 4e b I d enough to disobey the priest.hood.
I[n a letter written late in the r 800 campaign, feficrson took cogniiance of the attacks by the cltrm-attacks from the pulpit, in the public prints, in lying pamphlets containing forged conversations, etc., etc. Referring to the dtrgy, their lies and their forgeries, he
wrote to a friend:
"The returning good seoseaf our country threatens
abortion to their [the priests'] hopes, and thev believe
that any portion of power confided to me will be cxerted in opposition to their schemes; and they believe
rightly; for I have sworn upon the altar of God eternal
hostility against every form of tyrannv over the mind
of man."
In these nobk words Jefferson gives his evaluation
of, and his contempt for, the scurrilous, lying priesthood of his day.
But though the dergy may have been the loudest,
the most virulent among the character-assassins pursuing Jefferson, they .were by no means the only ones. A
descendant of John Adams is reported to have given
this estimate of Jefferson and his associates as the Federalists viewed them:
"Every dissolute int riy er, loose-liver, forger,
false-coiner, and prison-bird; every hare-brained, loudtalking dcmapgue; ,every speculator, scoff er and atheist,-was
a follower of Jefiermn; and Jefferson was
himself the incarnation of their theories."
The distinguished historian Claude Bdwers, onel3

time ambassador to Spain, has summarized this campaign of slander and vituperation in these apt words:
"At the head of the democratic columns rode r h ~
red-haired author of the Declaration. Scul-rility opened
its floodgates upon him. He was a 'red,' he was a 'Jacobin,' he was an 'atheist,' he w a s sf 'demagogue'-md
all this meant that he was a democrat.!'
TruIv, he was a great democrat, and a friend of
the despoiled and oppressed, hence a naturaI target for
abuse and character assassination.
Even John Adams, who surely had his moments of
greatness, in the bitterness of his defeat st-ooprd to
this same kind of vilification. Referring to Jefferson
and his friends, Adams said :
"A gmup of foreign liars, encouraged by a few native gentlemen, have discomfited the education, the
talents, the virtues, and the property of the country."
Mr. Adams's propemr-netve was touched to the
raw 1
Alexander Hamilton hated Jefferson intense1y,
though it is probable that he feared him even more
Nevtrtheless, being compelled to choose between Jefferson and the unprinripled Aaron Burr, he decided to
support Jeff e w n for the Presidency as the lesser of
two evils. That he did so reluctantly and in bitter resentment goes without saying. He expressed his resentment in this way:
"I admit that his [Jefferson's] politics are tiacmred with fanaticism; that he is $00 much in earnest
in his dewwrq;.
.that he is crafty and persevering
In his object; that he is not scrupulous about the means
of success, nor very mindful of the truth, and that he
is a contemptible hypocrite."
Be'ng "too much in earnest in his democracy" was
4

..

e real "crime" of Jefferson. And it was
tness, this devotion to the demucratic creed
that earned hjm the bucketfuls of slander and scurilities heaped upnn him by the propertied interests (and

by their clerical and jou~.nalisticallies) of his day. The
newspapem, of mnrse, did their stint as faithful servitors of the top-ruling class. Bitterly Jefferson wrote:
"Were 1 to undertake to answer the calumnies of newspapers, it would be more. than 311 mv own time, and
that of twenty aids c o ~ ~ leffect.
d
For while I should
be answering one, twenty new ones m u l d be invented."

IV
In numerous letters to friends and casual correI

spondents, Jefferson referred to the villainous campaigns of slanders of which he had heen the innocent
victim. They are a11 more or less in the same tenor,
but taken together they constitute as foul a record of
persecution as one can conceive, by those who count
their successes in the wrecking of the: careers and assassinating the characters of those whom they oppose,
and whose logic they cannot overcome. With a nod
to the familip r backstairs gossipers, the underground
vilifiers, he wrote to William Duane in 1806: "Secret
slanders cannot be disarmed because they are secret."
Volumes eau1d not better, nor more fully, provide
an analysis and an indictment of, and a judgment upon,
the cowardIy sneak character-assassin, than does this
brief sentence; Having sufferer! to the full the effect
of the poisoned awaws unloosed by unprincipled defamin a position to speak with authority on the

And as to the rast volume of slanders directed at
to John Aclams written in 1823 (when

him, a letter

17

Jefferson was 80 years oId) gives an indigation of it:
"As to the volume [book] of slanders supposed to
have been cut out of newspapers and ?reserved [by
me] it would not, indeed, have been a slngle volume,
but an encyclopedia in bulk. But I never had such a
volume; indeed, 1 rarely rhought those IibeIs worth
reading, much Ims preserving and remembering."
If to be spared slanders arrd malicious misrspresentation is to render one suspectin point of one's rectitude and integrity then, &deed, Thomas Jefferson
stands v~ndicatedin all matters resprcting his nobility
of character, his principles and purity of purpose. But
the vul~uneof lies and slanders could not in h e slightest degree touch him, nor adverse~vaffect him in his
unshaken determinat~onto serve progress, and, by so
persisting, to lend himself as n finely tempered instrument of social evolutian, contributing, as he did, his
share to the hastening of the advent of that higher and
nobler society wherein the meaner passions in human
nature will have been subdued or entirely eradicated,
the conditions that make thcm possible having then
forever vanished, and with tbem all forms of human
slavery and povertv, and the evil offqpring of all classruled societies, crime, fear and b',!=otrv.

r
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CbaBtsr Two
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ABRAHAM LINCOLN

''This dust was ma tbt man,
Gentle, plain, j u t and m e ,
d t r dbwre m u h hand,
Agaiast the <odeat crime in ~MI-Y
kmwn in any land or agc,
Was mvcd the Union d Ihtse Saw''

-W&

W h W .

In incidental and unimportant respects Abraham
Lincoln was greatly different from Jefferson. But in
the things that matter, and as victims of calumny and
deliberate misrepresentation, they were very much
.alike, and shared the same fate, Jefferson was the
'born aristocrat; he had the advantage of the finest education that his time could afford; he was well connected,
and in his youth the world lay at his feet. Lincoln, on
the other hand, was born poor and in obscurity. He
had no formal education, and what he acquired he had
to wrmt from resisting circumatanct, and under great
physical hardship. His friends were, like him, poor
and untutored; he had no powerful friends and allies
to ease the way for him Yet, fumhling and groping,
he achieved supreme greatness.
An early Jefferson biographer summarized his
subject as, "A gentleman who co111dcalculate ?n eclipse,
survey an estate, tie am artery, plan an edifice, try a
cause, break a horse, dance a minuet and play the violin" The late Stephen Vincent Benet apostrophized
Lincoln in these lines :

''Iin~oh,six feet one in his stocking feet,
Thc lank man, knotty and tough as a hickory rail,
Whose hands were always too big for white kid-gloves,
Whose wit mas a coonskin sack of dry, tall tales,
Whose weathered face was homely as a plowed
field."
Different, indeed, in externals and in trivial matters, but how equally matched in all the important respects ! That Lincdn had a deep and abiding admiration for Jefferson, that he learned much from, and was
greatly inspired by him, of this there is ample proof.
In r 861, for instance, he said : "I have never had a
feeling, politically, that did not spring from the sentiments embodied in the Declaration of Independence."
Another occasion (on April 6, r 859) found him paying
this tribute to Jefferson :
"All honor to Jefferson-to the man who, in the
concrete pressure of a struggle for national independence by a single people, had the coolness, forecast
[foresight?], and capacity, to introduce into a merely
revolutionary document [the Declaration of Independence] an abstract truth, applicable to all men and all
times, and so embalm it there, that today and in all
coming days it shall be r rebuke and a stumbling-block
to the very harbingers of reappearing tyranny and oppression." (Letter to Republicans of Boston, celebrat-

ing Jefferson's birthday.)

n
His 'upponents would quote Jefferson against him,
even as politicians today will quote this great revolutionist in support of the most reactionary schemes.
They would, among other thing, try to trip him by

citing the fact that Jefferson was a slaveholder. Lincoln had no difficulty in demolishing such dishonest
pleaq and he did it with the same devastating logic
employed by Jcflcrson himself.. Fox both were master
logicians, though the logic of Jefferson passed through
a sharpening refining process, while that of Lincoln
came from him roughhewn and in simple terms, often
accompanied with homely illustrations. And, as I said
before, in one more respect were these tow great Americans atike-ur, rather, they both suffered the identical
fate: both were maligned and vilified to a degree and
in a manner that challenge credibility. There were few
crimes or vices of which Lincoln w a s not accused, and
no epithet: was too firthy or degrading to be hurled at
him. And they came from a1I side-from
politicians,
from editors, and, of course, from the clergy. And
hired literary hacks and professional scribblers of doggerel did a brisk business in concocting lampoons and
composing scarribus verses in which vituperation and
name-calling knew no limit.
"Baboon" was a favorite epithet applied to 1-incoln
by t h e editors. A Georgia paper, the Atlanta Intelligence~,called him " h e Baboon President," and re! ferred to him aIao as "a lowbred obscene clam."*
! Chauncey Burr, a New York pro-slavery editor, wrote:
L
"A Western author has issued a pamphlet adducing evidence to show that Old Abe is 'part negra.' " And for
pod measure he included other Lincoln supporters in
- this would-be indictment : "Hamlin [LincoIn's Vice
- President] and Surnnsr. . . .show the presence of negril
' blood.. .. . "* T o have Negro blood in one's veins i s
. supposed to be degrading, according to the reactionary

_
.

-

*Quoted by Carl Smdburg in "Abraham Lfnooln."
*

1

view. De Leon was similarlv "accu~ed.~'
as we shall
see later. It is a "crime" of'nhich other outstanding
men (outside of those who take their Negro "blood"
for granted) were "guilty," including Alexnndre Dud
mas, Paul Lafargue, and many others. To the slaveholders and Copperheads, the alleged presence of NG
gro blood in one's veins was to belong, ipso facto, to
an inferior race, to be rated as a human being scarcely
above the Ievel of the beast. Hence, the intent of such
a "charge" was to vilify in the most degrading manner
possible the one thus "accused." And the effect of such
an allegation (to the majority at that time, and today,
unfortunately , also) was precisely that of arousing
blind prejudice against, and insensate hatred of, the
one so "accused."
Oresres Augustus Bromnson was among the leading vilifiers of 1-incoln. Bromnsan was a utopian Socialist, so called, in his younger days. In flaming languagc he had demunced the exploitation of the poor,
attacked the power of capital, assailed organized religion, and so on and so forth. Then suddenly, like
Saul on the road to Damascus, he saw "the light." AImost overnight this would-be revolutianarv firebrand
became converted to Roman Catholicism, and, like all
such converts, became an extreme reactionary, renouncing his earlier liberal views, adopting the medieval social and economic philosophy of the Church, etc. One
might call him the Louis Budenz of that period, or
vice versa. In a letter to Sumner, Brownson wrote : "I
do not believe in Mr. Encoln at all, . .He is thickheaded; he is ignorant; he is tricky, somcwhat astute,
in a small way, and obstinate as a mule. . . . . .He is
wrong-headed, the attorney not the lawyer, the petty
politician not the statesman, and, in my belief, ill-de-
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erving of the sorrhiqsret of Honest"*-the latter beg Brownson's Jesuitical wav of charging that Lincoln
as dishonest, a crook. III

It should be noted that the vilifiers of l.incoln were
by no means confined to the South, where hatred of
' Lincoln, in the circumstances, was understandable.
Among the vilest calumniators were the Northern editors, and of these James Gordon Bennett was perhaps
the most vicious and virulent. Rennett was the owner
and editor of the New York Herald. One might call
him the Hearst of his day. He missed no opportunity
to belittle Lincoln, to traduce him in the most contemptible manner. Tn his paper, issue of May I g. x 860, we
hd him spewing forth this venom:
"The Repuhlican convention at Chicago has nominated Abraham I jncoh of Tllinois for President of
the United States-a third rate Western lawyer, poorer than even poor Pierce. Our readcrs will recollect
, that this peripatetic politician visited New York two 01
three months ago on his financial tour, when, in retujn
for the most i~nmitigatedtrash, interlarded with coarse
and cIums)* jokes, he filled his empty pockets wi@ dnllars coined out of Republican fanaticism."
Again Rennett wrote :
I
"The highest claims for the candidate [Lincoln]
. .[are] that he can 'maul rails' and that he is 'honest.'
What part the first of these qualities is to play in the
science of government we cannot conceive; the second
we know to be the qttality that commends him to demagogues and robbers that now swarm about the public
offices. . . ."

-

*Quoted by Cad Sandburg in "ABraham UumIn."

More billingsgate is hurled at Lmcoh in this quot*
tion from the New York Herald:
"The candidate for President, &ram [sic] E n coln, is nn uneducated man, a vulgar village politician,
without any experience worth mentioning in the practical statcsrnanship and only noted far some very unpopular votes which he gave while a member of Congress."
Parentheticallv, among these "unpopular votes"
were 1.incoln's strong disapproval of the war with
Mexico and his vigorous arraignment of President
Polk for involving the countrv in that crimical adventure 1
Horace Greeley, too, sneered at LincoIn. Ringing
the changes on the familiar "rail-splitter" theme, he
snarled: "Manv a man has split rags--perhaps better
o n r e t h a n Ahraham Lincoln, who never will be P r e s ~
dent, and never ought to be."
Poor old Horace (who suffered considerably from
the Presidential itch) was not always a good prophet I
Although Kncoln had expressed his strung disapproval of rhe "direct action" methods of John Brown,
the New York Herald found it possible to print this

scurriIous falsehood :
"I.incoln is exnctlv the same type as the traitur who
was hung at Charleston (John Brown)-an abolitionist of the reddest dye, liable to be Icd to extreme lengths
by other men. Without education or rehcment, he
will be the plaything of his party, whirled alcng in the
vortex of passion if he should gain control of the government. The comparison between Seward and this illiterate Western boor is odious-it is Hyperion to a
satyr."

The Albany Atlas cltrd Argus wrote:

I
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"Lincoln. . . . . . howling with anguish, was driven
:through the State of Illinois by Douglas. . .. . .Last
;Spring he made his debut in this state 3s an omtor, and
commenced by charging for his speeches at the rate of
'$rooapiece, and w a s forced to desist anlid such public
exprrssion of cnntmnpt that he may be said to have
been fairly hissed out of the state. He has never held
public o6ce of anv credit, and is not known except as
a slang-whanging sttunp speaker, nf a class wirh which
werv party teems and of which all parties are
ashamed,"
The Rostan Post echoed simi1ar sentiments:
"~.incoInhas rnerelv talent f ~ demagogic
r
appeal,
that was thought to be worth in New England $sono
or $TOO a speech by those who hired him; hut
some who heard him were surprised that'he should he
considered anywhere a great man. He can only be
the too1 of the fanatical host he will lead on. This is
the truth of the case, let the hlowers of his party swell
him as they may into tremenddus dimmsions. By this
means, and hv initiating in evenplocality the trickery
and demagogism that won Tinsoln his local popuIarity,
his partisans mav attmpt to secure his election. But
such i s the intelligence of the countv that this attempt
must fail."
And from the Cradle ~f Liberty, the city of brotherly love, came this snter (Philadelphia Evening .lournal) : .
"His [Limln's] coarse language, his Elliterary
atyle, and his vulgar and vituperative personalities in
debate contrast very stcongly with the degant and dassical oratory of the eminent Senator [Seward] from
New York."

The "elegant and dassicd oratory" of Seward is
all but forgotten, whereas Lincoln's "Gettysburg Addrrss" will be remembered until "languages are dead
and lips are.dust."
The New Ynrk Herald also made a similar obliquc
reference to Seward when editorially i: wrote that "The
rejection of Scward and the nomination of Lincoln,
who represents all that is brutal and bloody in Seward's
political program, without posqessing a tithe of his personal ability, is almost as severe a blow at the Repub
Iican partv organization as was the feud at Charleston
to that of the Democracy. . . . " Yet, today, on every
February r 2 , similar-minded editors are singing paeans
of praise to the man their progenitors so foulIy reviled !
I v .

Mart a i the reviling editors kept up the refrain
about the twenty-five cents admission fee apparently
charged by Tincoln's campaim managers on some occasions. J,eslre's Vanity Fair, A n iIll3strated satirical
weekly, published this srurrilous comment in its issue
of May 26, 1860:
"Then he [TJncolnl delivered a course of 'lectures'
-stump speeches in disguise--not long a'jp. through
this region of the country, and charged twenty-five
cents aclmission thereunto. Tf he ever gets clear of
t h e name of "Two-Shilling Candidate' it will be very
singular. . . Let him continue his electioneering 'lettures,' by a11 means, SQ that if he fails to get into the
White House, he will at least have a good pocket-fulI
of twentyfive cent pieces, next November, to console
him.''
The money-grabbing capitalists and their hired
scribblers, who never passed up an opportunity for

.

making an honest or dishonest quarter, professed to bt
shocked because Lincoln and his campaign managers
appealed to the people to help hance his campaign.
T o be sure, the opposition did not need to make this
appeal--the? were well-heeled, receiving plenty of
financial backing from the powerful, wealthy interests
that were wining to spend fortunes in order to defeat
the great Limoln in whom they instinctively perceived
a mortal enemy. Even SQ today we of thc Socialist
Labor Party appeal to the workers for financial s u p
port, and for similar reasons. No movement receiving
its support from the vested interests can Be, or is
to be, trusted. And that, indeed, is an understate-

ment !
James Gordon Bennett, I repeat, knew no limit in
his ferocious hztred of Lincoln. He even went so far
as to suggest assassination of the man he hated and so
greatly feared. Carl Sandburg, in his work on Llncoln, quotes him as follows:
"If he [Lincoln] persists iin his present position, in
the teeth of such results as his election must produce,
he PrilI totter into a dishonored grave, driven there perhaps by the hands of an assassin, leaving behind sr
memory more execrable than that of [Benedict] Amold
-more despised than that of the traitor Cadhe."
It is reasonable to suppose that the assassin, J.
Wilkes Booth, read this and similar diatribes in the
New Yark H~rald,and who shdI say that Bennett's infamous sly hint .did not plant the idea in Booth's twisted mind? The New York Herald, in its issue of April
x 5: I 865, announced t4t assaqsination of Lincoln, under the headline "XMXnRTANTI" One of the subheads rexd: "J. W i t h Booth, the Actor, the Alleged
assassin of the President, etc., etc., etc."! In the ad-

joining cof~unnof the same issue we read: "Popular
report points to a somewhat celebrated actor of known
secession procIivities as the assassin; but it would be
unjust to name him until some further evidence of his
guilt is obtained." t 1 We get the full measure of Bennett's hypocrisv in this item,also from the April 15 issue of his filthy rag:
"The popuIar affection for Mr. Lincoln has been
shown by this diabolical assassination, which will bring
eternal infamy, not nnlv upon its authors but upon the
hellish cause which they desire to avenge."
Om wonders if Bennett suddenly remembered his
earlier criminai suggestion to the weak-minded and the
mentallv twisted to assassinate the greet President l
'Pa strike at a great men through his son is a familiar device of the sIanderer and rumor-monger, the
supposition being that as the son is a!leged to be, so
must the father be. Sandburg quotes this obvious
falsehood frnm the New York Duy Book and the Chicago Times :
"The President's son, 'Bob,' as he is called, a lad
of some twenty summers, has made half a million dollare in government contracts" ! And so the weird and
infamous slanders went.
The English editors were not far behind their
American cousins in defaming the persecuted Lincoln.
Outstanding among the calumniators was the London
Prmch, supposedly r humorot~sjourna1. One of the
members of its staff,'Tom Taylor, was particularly virulent. That the cirnpaigm of slander was officially inspired seems fairly certain, since the British government openly favored the Southern cause, at one timc
coming close to recognizing the Confederacy. However, as in the case of Bennett, Punch (arid specificahy
'

its Tom Taylor) suddenly suffered a change o f heart
when the news of 1,incoln's assassination reached London. Donning sackcloth and ashes, Taylor ruefully
made public confcsiiion of his own infamy. In a poem
written for Punch, he reviles himself (for a change I ) ,
one of the verses of his poem reading:
"Between the inourners a t his head and k e t ,
Say. sc~lrriljester, is there room for you?
Yes, he had lived to shame me from my sneer,

T o lame my pencil md confute my pen "

T h e "scnrril Toas] jester" Taylor and his confreres
might have recalled Dr. Sam ,Johnson's incisive comment on crltrmnv: "Calumny," said Dr.Johnson, "differs from moqt other injuries in this dreadful circumstance: h~ who commits it can never repair it."

!
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The hireling scribblers, the authors of poisonous
.

doggerel, made a' profitable business out of slandering
1;incoln. Sandburg, in his monumental m-ork on 1,incoln, quotes several examples. One of them (apparendy parodying Hood's "The Song of the Shirt") read
in part:

"With a beard that was filthy and red,
His mouth with tobacco bespread,
Abe Tincoln sat in the gay white house,
Awishing that he was dead.Swear I swear I swear !
Till his t o n y e mas blistered o'er,
Then in a voice not very strong
He slowly whined the Despot's song:"

Then follows a refrain in which Lincoln -is por-

trayed as a self-confessed liar who was at his witts end
because he couId no longer make his lics pay. The last
refrain traduces the noble 1,incoln in these vituperative terms:

L'Drink-Drink--nrink !
my head feels very queer!
Drink-Dr-ink-Drink
Till T get rid of all fear l
Brandy, and Whiskey. and Gin,
Sherry, and Champagne, and Pop,
I tipple, I guzzle, I suck 'em all in,
Ti11 down dead drunk I drop."

Ti11

Nowadays, few writers criticize 1,incoln adversely,
and probably only nnr recent writer has maligned him
after the fashion of the Gordon Bennttts. That one is
the poet, Edgar Lee Masters, who in 193I published a
book to which he &ave the title, "I.incoln The Man."
Masters is best known for his volume of poetry, "The
Spoon River Anthology." Ironically enough, some of
the poems in this volume speak in fulsome praise of
Lincoln. But perhaps the 1931 Masters regarded this
as the poet's license l
In his book on Lincoln, Masters descends to h e
level of the revilers of Idncoln's times. His iuudgnent:
on Lincoln is on the whole worth-less,and is noted here
merely as a sample of rather belated calumny. A reviewer of Masters's book awns up its slanderous content rather neatlv. "Nothing that might have been
written by a Secesh editor in 1860," wrote the New
Yclrk World reviewer, "codd be more bitter than this
annihilating and emphatic diatribe by an unreconstntcted Stephen A. Donglas Democrat from Kansas
and Illinois writing in x 931." The same reviewer fur-

. ..

; ther comments: "
.it teats the public idol limb from
h b ; robs the j70uogman of honesty of purpose, the
. budding Iawyer of candor and truth, the President of
greatness;. , ,it shows him as a craftv politician phyirrg fast and lome with his friends ta further his ambitions clandestinely ;. it questions his mental integrity, accuses him of using the arts of the demagogue to sidestep a political issue placed squarely before him, declares him defeated by the superior mental, wisdom and
astuteness of Stephen A Douglas; it calls bim hypo-

.
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mitical. . . .,I* etc., etc., etc.
Employing the jargon of t h t would-be Freudians,
this traducer of Lincoln seeks to explain his alleged
shortcomings on the g r m d of an alleged deficiency in'
m r s d i e virility, and similar rather disgusting speruJations. Masters teIls us that ''1,incoln +vas a cold man.
He went ahout grotesqueIy dressed, carrying a faded
umbrella, wearing a l~~dirrons
plug hat. HEwas mannerless, unkempt, and one wonders if he was not unwashed, in those days of the weekly hath in the foot
tub, if a bath was taken at all" l And he condudes his
soo-page lampoon an thia note: "Our greatest Amerikana are Jefferson, Whiman and Emerson; and the
praise that has been bestowed on Lincoln is a robbery
of these, his superiors. Armed with the theology of a
rural Methodist, Tdincoln crushed the principles of free
government" l !
Thus the @ant Lincoln is slain by this pygrny Iampooner of greatness I
Volumes codd he MIed with examples of Jmilar
slanders and vittrpcrative denunciations of the patie*
1ong.suffering Lincoln, but what has been cited here
shouId quite suffice ta prove the text, the reviling of
the Great. Once a e i n , in the case of the martyred
31
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Licoln, the German poet Schiller's words were proven
true :

"Es liebt die Weit, das strahIcnde zu sA-twaerzen
IJnd das Frhabne in dcn Stauh zu 7iehn."
("The world delights to mrnish shining names,
And to trample the sublime in the dust.")
However much 1,incoln may have resented, and undoubtedly did resent, these shnderq, outwardly he
maintained indi fierence, exactly aa did Jefferson. A
story is told of I.incnIn that no drl~tbtwas autobiographical. He is said tn have deprecated the lot of the pioneer in great movements, and the things he has to
suffer if he sticks to his course. "The fact is," he is
reported as having said, ''that the pioneer in any movement is not generally the best man to carry that movement to a successful issue. It was so in old timeswasn't it?-Moses began the emancipation of the Jews,
but didn't take Israel to the Promised Land after all.
He had to make way for Joshua to complete the work.
It looks as if the first reformer of a thing has to meet
such a hard opposition, and get so battered and bespattered, that afterward, when people find they have to
accept his refom, they wilt accept it more easily from
another man."
There is a good deal of melancholy truth in this
rather mournful reflection of the "battered and bespattered" Abraham Lincoln. On the whole, he consoled himself with generalities such as this one (in r
letter to Secretary Stanton) : "Truth is gemrally the
best vindication against sIander." The trouble with
this axiom is that even where truth is remgnizable as
such, it is painfully slow in getting started, while slander circurnviateil tbe earth on speedy wings. H
c speak
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more to the paint .in the famous comment he made to
Frank R. Carpenter, as the latter reported it:
"Tf T wcre to read, much less answer, all the attacks
made on me. t h i s shop [the Presidency] might as well
be dosed for other business. I do the very best T know
how-the
hest T can: and I mean to keep an doing
so until the end. Tf the end brings me out all right,
what is said ngainst me woa't amonnt to anything. I f
the end brings me out wrong, ten angels swearing T
was dght \\?odd make no difference."
VI

T,incolnts life and ~~rork,
stid his many utterances
on the sabjccts of demosracv, liberty. property and labor, as well as his denunciations ~f slavery, and oppression in whatever form, give the lie to his vilifiers, as do
the manv recorded an:! acknowIedged examples of his
magnanimity and nobility of character. What he has
said on these subjects is tell known. We recall, for
instance, hi%trenchant observatians on property and its
powerful influence on the mind. In the Hartford
gpeech, delivered March 5 , I 860, he said:
''One-sixth, and a little more, of the population o f
the United States art slaves, looked upon as property,
as nothing hut propertv. The cash value of these
slaves, a: a moderate estimate, is $z,onn,ooo,ooo. This
amount oi' property value has a vast influence on the
minds of its owners, wry naturally. The same amount
of property would have an equal influence upon us if
owned in the North. Humm nature is the samepeople in the South are the same as those at the North,
barring the difference in circumstances. Public opinion
is folmded?to a great exten:, on a property basis. What
lessens the value of property is opposed; what en-
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hances its value is favored. Public opinion in the
South regards slaves as property, and insists upon
treating them like other property."
Again, the next day, at New Haven, he adverted
to this subject :
"The property influences his [the prqerty owner's ] mind. The dissenting minister who argued sonle
theological point with one of the Established Churcb
was always met by the reply: '1 can't see it so.' He
opened the Bible and pointed him to s passage, but the
orthodox minister replied, 'T can't pee it so.' Then he
showed him a single word-'Can you see that?' 'Yes,
I see it,' was the reply. The dissenter laid a guinea
over the word and asked. 'Do you sce it now?' So here.
Whether the owners of this species of property do
really see it as it is, it is not for me to say; but if they
do, they see it as it is through two biIlions of dolIars,
and that is a pretty thick coating."
No shrewder or more accurate observation on the
extent tn which material interests determine a man's
thinking, his morals and religion, could be made than
was done by 1,incoln on that orrasion. Can a person
whose material interests! persand comfort and welfare
are at stake render a d~s~nterested
decision? Can he
view issues involving such personal considerations ohjectively? I.incoln s a y no in this quotation:
"Certainly there ia no contending against the will
of Gad: hut still there is somt di%cultv in ascertaining
and applying it to particular cases. For instance, we
n4U suppose the Rev. Dr.'Ross has a slave named
Sambo, and the question is, 'Is it the will of God that
Sambo shall remain a slave, o r be set free?' The Almightv gives no audible answer to the question, and
his revelation, the Bible, gives none-or at most none
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but such as admits of a squabble as to its meaning; na
one thinks of asking Samho's apinian on it. So at last
it cornea to this, that Dr. Rgss is to decide the question;
and while he considers it, he sits in the shade, with
gloves on his hands, and subsists on the bread that
Sambo is earning in the burning sun. Tf he decides that
God wills Sambo to continue a slave, he thereby retains
his own comfortable posi~on:hut if Re decides that
God wills Sambo to be free. he therehv has to walk out
of the shade, throw off his gloves, and delve for his
own bread. Will Dr.Ross be actuated by the perf~ct
impartiality which has ever been considered most favorable to correct decisions?"
The moral of this is: he who wodd be free, hirnself must strike the blow1 Certainly, he who subsists
on the fruits of davey-be it chattel or wage qlavrry
-is not to he tntsted to decide whether such slavery
shordd be abolished or not !
Equally penetrating (and of devastating effect on
class privilege and rlass pansitism) are his remarks
concerning liberty, and the misuse of the word:
''With some the word Iibertv may mean for each
man to do as he pleases with himself, and the prodtact
of his labor: while with others the same word may
mean for same men to do as they please with othet
men, and the product of other men's labor. Here are
two, not only different, but incompatible things, called
by the same name, liberty, And it foUom that each
of the things is, bv the respective parties, called by two
different and incompatible names-liberty and tyranny."
VIE

On the subject of revolution Lincoln .was uncompromising and outspoken. ne Ideon, in "Two Page*

1

from Roman I4istnry," points out that t h ~modern
revolution and i t s acts are to be judged by the code of
lemlity that it carrlcs in i t s cwn fold, and not by the
staridards of existing usurpation. Lincoln expressed
the same thought terselv when he said:
"It is a qnolity o f revolutims not to go by oid
lines or old laws; but to 5reak up both, and make new

.

ones."

In his first inaugural address he flings this magnificent challenge at reaction :
"This country, with its institutions, belongs to the
people who inhabit it. \Thenever they shall grow
weary of the existing governme'nt, they can exercise
their constitt~tionalright of amending it, or their revolutionary right to dismember or overthrow it."
In his famous reply to a committee from :he Working Men's Association of New York, March 21, 1864,
he quoted from his annual message to Congress, December; I 861,in which he had raised his voice in warning againat the foreshadowed usurpation of power by
capitalist interests. "Tn my present position," he said,
"1 could scarcely be justified were 1 to omit raising a
warning against this approach of returning despotism."
He had previoudv declared that "Monarchy itself is
sometimes hinted at as a possible refuge from the
power of the people." And we all recall his famous
comments on the relation between capital and labor.
4'Labor," he said, "is prior to, and independent of,
capitaI. Capital is onlv the fruit of labor and could
never have existed if labor had not first existed. Labor
is superior to capital. .A few men own capital, and
that few avoid labor themselves, and, with their capital, hire or buy another few to labor for them." And
finalIy me recall his stirring plea for international
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working class solidarity in these moving words:
"The strongest bond of human svmpathv, outside
of the family relation, should be one uniting all working people, of all nations, and tongues and kindreds."
Can anyone, reading such language, wonder why
Lincoln was hated by the pnwerful propertied interests
of his day? And is it not clear why he was so shamefully slandered and misrepresented? Like Jefferson,
and like Mam De Leon, and others before them, he
paid :he penalty of greatness in aeion-the penalty
exacted from those who take their stand against dass
priviltge and usurpation, apinsr slavery and oppression, and who espouse the cause of freedom and true
democracy, the cause of the exploited, the downtrod
den, the disinherited of the earth.
Iincoln's reply to the Working Men's Association
recalls to mind the message sent by the International
on the occasion of Lincoln's death. On behalf of the
Central Council of the International Working Men's
Association, Karl hlarx drafted a letter, addressed to
President Andrew Johnson, in which were expressed
the sorrow and i n d i p t i o n of the International over
Lincdn's assassination. The letter, dated London, May
13, I 865, bore the signatures of the 38 members of
the Central Council, including that of Karl Marx. The
letter reveals Marx's generous appreciation of the
greatness of IEncoln. The following is quoted from
that letter :
"It is not our part to call words of sorrow and horror, whde the heart: of two worlds heaves with ernodon. Even the sycophants who, year after year, and
day by day, stuck to their Sisyphus work of morally assassinatkg A braham Lincoln, and the great republic
he headed stand now aghast at h i s universal outburst
87

of popular feeling, and rival with each other to strew
rhetorical flowers on his open grave. They have now
a t last found out that he was a man, neither to be
brodeaten by adversity, nor intoxicated by success, inflexibly pressing on to his great goal, never compromising it by blind haste, slowly maturing his steps, never retracing them, carried away by no surge of popular favor, disheartened by no slackening of the pnnular puIse; tempering stern acts by the gleams of a kind
heart, illuminating scenes dark with passion by the
smile of humor, doing his titanic work as humbly and
homely as heaven-born rders do little things with the
grandiloquence of pomp and state; in one word, one
of the rxre men who succeed in becoming great, without ceasing to be good. Such, indeed, was the rnodesty of this great and good man, that the world only
discovered him a hero after he had fallen a martyr."
And with a word of friendly warning to President
Johnson, the letter concluded on this note :
It
You will never forget that to initiate t h e new era
of the emancipation of Iabor, the American people de"valved the responsibilities of leadership upon two men
of labor-the one Abraham Lincoln, the other An*
drew Johnson."
Lincoln died the martvr's death. He was mu:dered, not by the wretched Booth, who was but a tool,
cunningly and fiendishIv fashioned for the foul deed.
Me was murdered hit by bit, day by day, by official society-bv the predatory ruling d a s ~of his day, acting
through their rust-encrusted institutions and their pliant
henchmen. Tt was the old dying order that guided the
band of the fanatic Booth, because those identified with
that old, rotten order sensed in him zt menace to their
security and power, their wealth and class privileges.
38
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In flaming language, in an immortal poem, "The Murder of Abraham I.incoln," the great N~om~gian
poet
and dramtist, Henrik Ibsen (himself the victim of
slander from which he sought to escape by going into
voluntary exile), pointed the fingcr of indictment at
the ruling class and its predatory usurpem. In part
Ibsen wrote (addressing the ruling class c r i m i ~ l s :)
"The scarlet mse that grew in the West,
Which frightened you when it bloomed,
Was grafted from Europe's corrupted stock,
And nurtured in yon virgin soil.
You planted as sapling rhat fruitful'vine
Tbot reddens America's sbore,
'Twas you who fastened, witb criminal hand,
The deepcrimsoned rihbon of martyrdom
On Abraham Lincoln'shreast,"
In the next gtanza Ibsm's scornful words might
even have been written for today, when again s rotten
oId order is dving, and dying hard, its beneficiaries, like
snarling, cnrnered wolves, fangs bared, are again re.
sorting to every crime in order to ¶ave their skins and
' their corrupt orcler :
"With pledges forgotten, with broken mrds,
With sscred treaties tom in shreds,
With last year's oath outraged this yearYou have fertilized history's field!
And yet you expect; so tranquil of mind
A harvest of purest grain !
Your seed is sprouting. What a lurid glare I
You mawel! Yeu can neither think nor act,Not grain, hut stilettos votr reap I"
And so, when they had murdered Lincoln,

tbe~

turned him into their patron saint, even as the Catholic
hierarchy crowned with sainthood the maid of Orleans,
Joan of Arc, who was burned at the stake by the corrupt French Catholic bishop, Cochon, and his allieh the
British invaders of French $oil. Lincoln's' as~ssins
were not satisfied with murdering him in the flesh, but
his spirit, his principles they murdered as well, rod the
crime goes on to this clay. Again lbsen scornfuIly flung,
and flings, the truth in their hypocritical faces:
"Now he is praised by friend and foe,
But not till ve had laid him low.

He lit a torch the goal to show;

Ye snatched the brand to sear his brow.
Fiercely he fought the brood of hell:
mocking as he fell."
Thus T,incoln, the simple man, the modest, great
mall of the people, stands today as the victim of
d i n g class fuw, reviled in Iife, tortured in death; Yet,
he remains one of the great symbols of hope for the
oppressed and despoiled, aa nn inspiration to the crucified and long-suffering mass of mankind.

Ye crushed him,

X d fnr the t h o w t . hat burns w kmn and c h r
Heat ihat the k t h a tmd h m n rad to dtitq
The pasion of the h m mrmnkhg nigh'
One with the pnlitnce dlvp muat see and heaXot Tor the ahaftn the l y i E
m d=,
Shot from the Wii in4f-ccntlrin;l
Rut for the heart af love divine ard bright,
We pdat you, worker, thvlbu, ymt, 8eer1
AID of the Pmpk-hiQlul C dl pam,
The vcin'a laet drop, the Lafn's b
t Wtring We,
You an w h forehead W the aureolc
That h m a n d "certainbmp" alnne impart*
Us have yott keen your perf& hrart and -1;
W%dmd v r as y a m our mls and hnuts.
- F m A A d m r : "To Karl bfwx.'"
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And now me cross the ocean, to Europe's corrupt
old soil, to review hriefly t h e life .and work of a man
who belongs preemin~ntlvto the nnble company of the
reviled Great. T h e life and undving achievements of
Karl Marx are too wdl known to warrant extended
treatment on this occasion. Rut in the fate that pursued this great champion of the world's workers we
recognize again the conlequence of the same genera1
causes, the same predatory interests that caused Jefferson and 1,incoln to be sacrificed on the altar of cal- '
umny and shameft11 vitrtperation. And, again, Marx
did not suffer this fate because his enemies did not like
3is whiskers, or because he was, allegedly, intolerant,
dictatorial, and what not. He was, like the others,
hated and feared becallst he challenged the existing

order of things, because, above aU others, he laid bare
the root cause ;nf social conflicts, sIavery, poverty and
a11 their accompanying evils.
Mam, like Jefferson, but unlike I,incoln, was born
into w family of wealth and bourgeois respectahiIity.
He was the beneficiary of the finest education obtainable. His father was a counselor, who became an official Itgal functionary in the city of Trier (Treves).
In the words of Franz Mehring? Karl Marx "enjoyed
a cheerful and cartfree ysr~th"; his father expressed
the hope that his "splendid natural gifts" would some
day "be used in the service of humanity," while his
mother "declared him to be a child of fortune in whose
hands everything would go well." And in a manner
of speaking, Marx did fulfill the hopes and expecta- .
tions of his parents, thnugh hardly as they had envisioned them. For no one ever rendered greater service in the interests of humanity than Max-with no
' ' one else did things go so well, if by that we understand
the great achievements that crowned his life.
It is entirely understandabIe why Marx earned the
hatred of ruling class society, why he was pt~rsuedby
slander and personal vilification to his dying day-and
beyond. In a magnificent passage in his preface to the
first edition of his immortal work, "CapitaI," he reveals, in a manner of speaking, the reason for this.
Marx was the historian, the philosopher, the linguist
and political economist, but before anything else he
was the political economist. In the passage referred to
' he wrote :
"In the domain of political economy, free scientific
inquiry meets not merely the same enemies as in aH
other domains. The peculiar nature of the material
it deals with summons as foes into the field of bartie
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the most violent, mean and malignant passions of tht
human breast, the Furies of private interest. The English Established Church [he continued] will more readily pardon an attack on 38 of its 39 artides than on
1/39of its income. Nowadays atheism itself is rvlpa
levis [pardonable faultl, as compared with criticism
of existing property relations."
Here Marx touched the most sensitive of ruiir?,r
class nerves, the property nerve. It is important that
we should understand this clearly, for unless we do we
shall get hopelessly lost in considerations of the myriad
of trivia that are either secondary effects of the basic
factor, or that constitute apologies or serve as masks
for that crowning passion in class-divided societies, the
passion for property, and, under capitalism, the passion
and unceasing quest for profit. It has become axiomatic
with all thinking persons that it is property that rules
man, and not man who rules property. An early Greek
poet wrote: "That man does not possess his estate; his
estate possesses him." Our own Emerson put it this
way: "If a man owns land, the land owns him."
And in the pursuit of acquiring property, all m o d
considerations art either forgotten, or subconsciously
covered over with a thick coating of pretense, or they
are ruthlessly flung aside. "Make money, my son,"
said the dying father, "make money, honestly if you
can, but make money." Another ancient said frankly:
"Horu vou get vour property, that is the question-regardlkss of the rightness or the wrongness of the

method." Referring to the Democratic party, Lincoln
said in his fetter to the Bostonian Republicans who
were celebrating Jeff eroon's birthday : "The Democracy
of today hold the liberty of one man to be absohltely
nothing, when in conflict with another man's right of
43

property? That is still the rule and the prevailing
code in capitalist circles.
I]:

If it is recognized that property per se so completely dominates the possessor's mind, so entirelv determines his moral conduct and course of action, is it
any wonder that hatred and calumny fall to the lot of
men who chaIlenge, not merely contemporaneous pos
session, but the very system that makes possible the
acquisition of property, which, in toto, represents the
non-compensated labor of others? And is it any wonder that M a n , above all others, earned this hatred
and vilification-Marx,
whp established scientificaIly
that the worker receives in return for his labor only
that part of his product required merely to replace
wasted tissues and the rags and shelter required to
cover and protect his body, and to insure a constant
progeny of wage slaves? Unlike his predecessors and
most of his contemporaries, Marx did not merely declaim againat the iniquity of the rich and deplore the
presence of the poor. He proved, with facts, with
logical reasoning, that one clas~,the capitalist class,
subsisted on the labor of another class, the working
class. By so doing, ,Man revealed the prevailing system as an immoral svstem, and its beneficiaries as persons who lived and flourished by the commission of, or
the concurrence in, an immoral act.
Capitalists and their hangers-on generally are not
much concerned about morality as such. But when the
question of morality-ocial
moralitv--becomes the
heart of a political issue, the burning question of an
age, then there is grave danger ahead. Scoff as we may
at moral issues, the historic truth is that m great social
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question ever becomes a paramount issue until it is
also recognized as a moral issue--that is, as the maraI
issue of an age. It wan thus with chattel slavery, and
with all other unnecersary evils of long standing. M y
so-called tlerersary cvila are condoned, even though
ohenvise questioned, on the score of morality.
Hence, when Marx established condusiveIy that
the capitalist class subsisted and survived by practising
and perpetuating an evil that (in the social and technological setting) was no longer a necessary evil, he
a t the same time established that a great moral wrong,
a morally indefensible iniquity, w a s being perpetrated
for the exclusive benefit and protection of a favored
class at the expense primarily of the useful producing
class-the wage m o r k e r ~ n dgenerally at the expense
of social evolution and hurnanitv at large, the corollary
of which mas a conscious and planned policy of obstructing all basic social progress- In t h e long run, no
social order can survive which rests upon what is universally conceded tc be a moral wrong, on a demonstrated irnnecessary social eril. Hence the countless
efforts made by the. ruling class to justify or explain
the presence of social evils bv invoking the claim of
inevitability and necessity; hence their desperate efforts
to cover these socially tmnecessary evils with the cloak
of "moratty"; and hence their frenzied and oftrepeated effortsat traducing and vilifying M a n (and
others, hefore and after him), imputing aU sorts of
petty persona1 and evil motives to him; and hence, finally, their hopeless and ever frustrated efforts to
"prove" Mam wrong, to pick flaws in his mrks, and
ta mistepresent his principles, and set ap all kinds of
stramen so easily, but so foolishly, knocked down by
them.
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urne o f misrepresentation and calumny (as in the cares
of Jefferson and 1,incoln and others) is so great that
it is possible here only to scratch the surfare. Most
of us are familiar with the howl that went up from the
bourgeois camp when the "Communist Manifesto"
made its app-rancc.
Distorting the language of this
clnssic, quoting passsges otir of context, the beneficiaries of the immoral capikllist sv3tem charged Marx
(and Engels ) with immorality-fabelg charging that
Marx advocated promiscuity. brazenlv claiming that
he favored community of wives, and similar fahe and
inane tripe. 'This particular slander is now a favorite
with the clergy, and particularly with the Roman Catholic clergv, who. from the Pope down, make a regular
practice of citing the "Cornmuni~tManifesto" as proof
of Marx's alleged immoral teachings, and who generally in shameful fashion lie about and cnlumniat~Manr
and his great achievements.
Wheo Marx p~iblished his monumental work,
"Capitd," the capitalist class and its host of hireling
scribblers, with a few honorable exceptions, rosr as on::
man to misrepresent, distort and misconstrue Marx's
tnasterpiece, and to defame the man who wrote it. In
his preface to "Capitd," Mnrx himself took note of
some of these attempts to destroy his great work and
himself. "The learned and unlearned spokesmen of
the German bourgeoisie,"' he wrote,,"tried at first to
kill 'Das Kapital' by silence, as they had managed 'to
do with my earlier writings. As soon as they found
that these tactics no longer fitted in with the conditions

of the time, they wrote, under pretense of criticizing
my book, prescriptions 'for the tmnquilization of the
bourgeois mind.' "

m
Again, they criticized Mam's style-it was ponderous, heavy, unreadable, and so forth. "The mealymouthed babblers of German vulgar economy," he ob
served, "fell foul of the stvle of my book." Against
such petty and fnIae contentions, M a n quoted from
one or two current journals of general repute, one of
them saying that "the presentation of the subject. . . .
is distinguished by its comprehensibility by the general
reader, its clearness, and, in spite of the scientific intricacy of the subject, hy an unusual 1iveIiness." The
alleged "heavy" and "tlnreadahle" style of Marx's
writ in^ has become one of the stock arguments of the
capitalist hirelings, and the answer to all of them is the
same as the one by M a r x just quoted.
In a work published by the Socialist Labor Party,
"Karl M a n and Marxian Science," a section is devoted
to an exposure of the falsifiers and traducers of Marx.
It is necessary here to mention onlv a couple of samples
of the slanders and falsifications recorded in that voIume. Among the outstanding falsifiers of Marx we
find Harold Laski, English professor, and putatively a
spokesman for British labor, and a somewhat irregular
defender of Stalinist Russia. Mr. Laski, among other
things, brazenly charged that Manr had failed to mention that "utility.
is a necessary factor in value."
Yet, on the very first page of "Capital" Mam expressly statea that "every commodity has a twofold aspect,
that of use oalus and exchange value." That is lie No.
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Again Laski imputes to Mant the theory of "the
iron law of wager," when Marx specifically criticized
Lassalle for embracing this theory ! Laski imputes to
Marx the philistine view that the political State "was,
at any given time, the reflection in structure of the ideas
of that epoch," when, as is well known, Mam argued
to the very contrary-that is, that ideas are the reflexes
of the materi~econornicconditions of a historic epoch.
And so forth. And, of course, Laski, too, fell fodof
the style of Mam's chief work, which (parrot-like) he
says i~ written ''in a German particularly cumbrous and
involved
"
A spokesman for the notorious priest, Father
Coughlin, charged Man with hcini "a philosophical
panhandler, a scientific beggar and a literary plagiarist," and as "an impostor" in general. The writer of
"best sellers," one Manuel Komroff, slanderously
charged that "h4ohammed's croaked scimitar was nothing compared to the brazen dishonesty of Marx."
One recalls here Edgar Masters's charge that 1,incoln
mas dishonest and crooked! The same Komroff also
charges M a n with plagiarism, with insincerity, antiSemitism ( !), sponging on friends, being an indolent.
gourmet? a dictator (of course !), and even stoops to.
making the infamous chargc that Mam was a petq
thief who stole from his own daughter! And stupidly
this Marx reviler claims that Manc "blames the evil of .
capitalism on the Jews . . . " I
And, believe it or not, this gentry, these literary
lackeys of capitalist interests, receive cash for writing
such rubbish, a fact that canses one to wonder at the
business acumen of their supposedlv shrewd employers !
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During his life!ime M,arx, of course, was constantly the victim of calumny. Much of this resulted
from his rigid adherence to party discipline, which
galled many of his supposed co-workers. In this respect his experiences were much like those of Daniel
De 1,eon. I,assalle caused Mam no end of trouble, and
the relations between them were therefore strained,
and became more so toward the end of Lassalle's life.
In r 8 5 3, 1,assalle had gat himself involved in a quarrel
with a certain nondescript character who challenged.
him to a duel, This appealed to Lassalle's romantic
nature, and apparently he was readv to qo through
with it. Tt mould seen1 that he had writteti M a n (in
1,ondon) for advice, and he received plenty! In his
characteristic analytical style Mam denounced the duel
idea as ridiculous, and warned 1,assaIle not to make a
foal of himself and of the Marxian movement. He
concluded his letter to Lassalle on this note: ". . . .tht
. demand of these fellows. . . .must be treated with utter derision. T o recognize it would be directly coun.
l not take place, and
ter-rcvolntionaq~." The d ~ r did
it is easy to vist~aliztLassalle's resentment against
Marx. (Inddentativ, five years later LassaUe was
again challenged to a duel and this time it did take
place. He wag mortally wounded, and died shofily
thereafter.)
Suhsequentlv I.assaI1e came out with a plan that.
would have involved the Marxist movement in a European power plot with the autocratic regimes of Austria
and France: (that is, I ~ n i Napoleon)
s
as opposing contenders, with 1,assalle coming out in support of the
French t~stirper's plan. Mam vigoro~~sly
opposed the
whole scheme, and referring to Lassalle's part in it he
49
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wrote to Engels (May r 8, 1859) : "If Lassalle takes
it upon himself to speak in the name of the party, he
must in future either make up his mind to be publicly
disowned by us, for the situation is too important for

personal considerations, or else, instead of pursuing his
mixed inspiration of passion and logic, must previomIy
come to an understanding with the views held by other
people besides himself. W Pmt(5t absolutely imist on
party discipline now or werything will go to the dogs

.. ..
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At about the same time a Swiss professor, Karl
Vogt, came out with views similar to those of Lassallc
on the aforesaid question of European power politics.
.Marx's devastating criticism of this Vogt-I~ssalIean
plan aroused the bitter resentment of Vogt, and the
clashing views led to a bitter polmic bemeen Marx
and the opposition, in the course of which the charge
was made (bat not by Marx) that Vogt was in the pay
of 1-ouis Napoleon, an accusntinn which Vogt denied.
bringing suit against the newspaper that had published
the charge. The case was thrown out of court.
Vogt blamed Marx, who had had nothing to do
with the charge, and referred to Marx in such terms
as the directing head of a band of blackmaiIers, whose
members lived hv "so compromising people in the
Fatherland." ( Mehring. ) Mehxinp writes ir. his biography of hlarx that "Although M a n was always unwilling to bother about answering scurrilous attacks
upon himself, no matter how vile they might be, he realized that this time an answer ~ v a sabsolutely necessary," and he decided to sue the German paper, which
had printed Vogt's charges, for libel. This paper,
Nnrionnl Zeiiuttq, had accused Mam "of a number of
criminal and infamous actions before a public whose
50
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political prejudices made it inc1inedAtobelieve anything
against him; no matter how monstrous it might be,
-though. . .it had no facts at all on which to judge his
personal character." (Mehring.) "He felt," writes
Mehring, "that quite apart from political considerations he must bring the National Zeirung to book for
defamation of character out of rernrrl for his wife and
children. . ."
The incident invohedMarx in a tremendous waste
of precious time, time that should have been used for
constructive and creative \vork. But this is always
what happens as a result of dander campaigns, and internal conspiracies and disruption, One can only guess
how much more Mars might havc accomplished, one
can only speculate as to the priceless treasures that
were lost to the proletarian movement as a result of
Marx'r having to waste: time on such, relatively speaking, criminal trivia.
Years liter Mam received his vindication in the
Vogr case. During the Paris Commune there was
found among the papers of Louis Napoleon a receipt
for 4o.croo frzncs, s i g n ~ dbv Karl Vogt, establishing
concl~isivelythat this amount :pas paid out of the little
hirer1 tool o fsecret-seivice
Napol~an's
the utter!v corrupt
fund to
andthis
degenerate
wretch, Louis
as a*

.
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Napoleon. In a letter to Dr.Rugelman,written April
I 2, I 871, M a n casuallp refers to this discovery. He
wrote: "In the oticinl ptcblicatioa of the Iist of those
receiving direct subsidies from Ixluis Bonaprte's treasury there is a note that Vogt received 40,000 francs in
Ailpist, 1859."
This case is revealing, not only as an example of
the shameful slandering and vilification of Marx By his
enemies, hut as a sidelight on those who set up the how!
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of dictator, tyrant, etc., against such men as Jefferson,
Lincoln, Marx and De Leon. And yet, countless numbers were decei~~ed
bv the scoundrel Vogt, and believed
Mam guilty nf the charges the bourgeo~sscum leveled
against him.

v
As we have seen, this campaign of slander and
defamation of character, of falsification and misrepresentation, continued: and continues to this very day.
There is scarcely a pear that does not witness a new
book on Mam wherein are rehashed the same old calumnies, the same oId and stupid distortions, the same
vulgar fabrications. One so maligned, even sixty-five
years after his death, must inderd be a specter of terror to the official corrupt society now in the throes of
its final death struggle. How the ruling class of our
day, as of his own day, must hate him and, even more
so, how they must fear him 1 And good cause, indeed,
they had and have to fear this intellectual giant who
stands as the ever-present judge, passing the sentencc
of death on their corrupt social system, as the everliving symbol o i working class hopes for emancipation
from capitalist thralldom and exploitation l
As I said before, books on Mam's aIleged errors
and personal shortcomings continue to be ground out
by the calumniators of the Great, year after year, world
without end! Tt is, of course, impossibre to take note
of all of them on this occasion. One or two must suffice. Nor quite twentv years ago there appeared a
translation of a biography of Marx hv a Gerrnm Social Democrat by the name of Otto Ruehle, of whom
little else is known than the fact that he married a rich
woman who was reputed to be an expert on psycho52
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andPFs, etc., r fact that obviously influenced the style
and content of his biography of Marx.
The book by Ruehle purports to be the appraisal.
of an admirer-and in part Ruehle does pay tribute to
Man-but in aIl really important respects it is to be
considered as just one more lampoon against Marx. A
typical example of this is the author's account of the
struggle between Marx and his supporters, on the one
side, and the notorious anarchist Rakunin, on the other.
It is not necessary t o go into details here. The particular point here concerns the fate of the old International, which, through Rakunin's intrigues and trickery,
was in danger of be in^ captured by the anarchists.
Rather than have it suffer this fate, Mam and Engels
and their supporters decided to remove the hiadquarters of the International to N e w Yo&, even if that
meant its early dissohtion. The Marxists saved the
International from fafling into the hands of Bakunin,
and its headquarters was moved to New York, where
soon after it expired. Its ~~sefulness
had come to an
end, and it had amply scrvcd its historic purpose.
Ruehle quotes approvingly from a letter written by
Bakunin in which Marx is paid the customary compliments, of which these are sapples: "Marx loved his
own person much more than he loved his friends and
apostIea, and no friendship could hold water against the
slightest wound to his vanity. . . .Mam will never forgive a slight to his person. You must worship him,
make an idol of him,,if he is to love you in return: you
must at least fear h ~ m ,if he is to tolerate you. He
likes to surround himself with. p y p i e a , with lackeys
and flatterers." H o w familiar this (ioundsand haw
wearisome 1*
Of course, Bakunin, beirg a victim of megalomania
68

to the extreme 'degree characteristic of most anarchists,
could not consider himsdf a " p v p y , " so obviously he
could not serve as "lackey" and "flatterer" to Marx!
But h e could, and did revile him, in the manner characteristic of all underlings. According to Bakunin,
,Man's "circle of intimates" was "a sort of mutual admiration society." Again, how familiar l "Marx," continues Bakunin, "is the chisf distributor of honors, but
is also invariably perfidious and malicious, the never
frank and open inciter t o the persecution of those whom
he suspects, or who have had the misfortune of failing
to show all the veneration he expects." Evm the familiar poison of anti-Semitism is administered by this
mental. dwarf. "Himself [Marx) a Jew," he mntinues, "he has around him in London and in France,
and above all in Germany, a number of petty, more or
less able, intrilling, mobile, spectilative Jews. . . .These
Jewish men of letters are adepts in the art of cowardly, odious, and perfidious insin~rations.. . .they hurl the
most abominable calumnies in your face."
And Otto Ruehle, the supposed admirer of Marx,
refers to this slander, these vilifications of Marx and
his co-workers, as i'destructive analysis" ! Analysis, indeed! Ruehle ilom jumps to the defense of Bakunin
and joins this crcatltre in defamation of Marx. He
writes: "Marx had won the victory over his detested
adversary. Not content with breaking the polmiticaI ties
between himself and Bakunin, he had emphasized his
animus by ~ecuringthat Bakunin should be stigmatized
publicly as an embezzler. It waa'said that Bakunin had
failed to repay an advance of three .hundred rubles
made him for the translation of 'Capital' into Russian."
There was no "it was said" about it-Bakunin
4
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the record shows, and ab reported by Mehring, "repeatedly recognized his obligation in connection with
the advance, and promised to pay it back in one way
or the other.. . ." The qieation of fact, then, was
not involved, but only that of motive, And the character of Rakunin was'not of the kind to warrant taking
any purity of motive on his part for granted. Accordingly, Marx was: justified in his charge. It was he, not
Bakunin, who was sIandered.
But Ruehle is not content with dandering Marx in
this respect alone-he continues: "Such was the rope
used by Man to hang his enemy-Marx who had heen
involved in a thousand shady financial transactions, and
had lived all his life aa pendonsr on a friend's Lime.,
Engels'sl bounty.''
And these contemptible slanders and vilifications,
and more of the same kind, mere hurled at Marx by
his "admirer," Rmhle ! God save us from our friends
--our enemies me can take care of l

-A few years ago an Austrian hack named Hayek

;

wrote a book, "The Road to Serfdom," which was
Ioudly acclaimed as the final, uttcrly devastating answer
to Marx! Once and for all, and at last, hfam was
finishedl The hook folIowed the pattern of its predecessors. There were no original falsifications by Hay- ,
ek, no new angles in this clurnsv'attack, but it contained
the familiar, stupid n~isrepresentstions. Yet it was
viewed by the capitaIist apologists as a sensation, but
who today recalls it? How many would remember
the author's name, how many the title of his hook?
Hardly any. The book, as Arternus Ward would say,
is now deader nor Caesar!
65
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Su't still they come. Earlier thls year we were presented with the latest "final and conclusive" answer to
Man-this time Marx was really done for I The book
is by one Leopold Schwarzschiid and bears the malicious and vituperative title, "The Red Prussian-The
Life and Legend of Karl Mam." It was, as you may
recall, reviewed in the WEEKLY
PEOPLE
last AuQJ~~.
The review was given the appropriate tide, "A Professional I-ampoon on Marx." There is nothing new
.
in this latest lampoon except, perhaps, that it places a
bit more emphasis on the personal slandering of Marx.
Otherwise it is as lying a doclunent as the rest, in part
stupid, in part cunning, but altogether malicious and
vicious. Therr would be no point in considering it at
length. Our \VEEKI.YPEOPLEreviewer aptly remarked that "As a biography, 'The Red Prussian'
reveals the author as a painstaking researcher of other
biographies and would-be biographies of Marx." It is
a compilation of carnpilations of slanders and misrepresentations of Marx. In this respect it is almost perfect, though, being htiman, it is to be expected that the .
author did miss a few calumnies and scurrilities in the
works of his predecessors. Natnrallv, Mr. Schwarzschild drams upon Rnehle's work, among others, and
he derives considerable satisfaction from quoting and
enlarging upon the slanderous statements by this stip
posed admirer of Marx.
Mr. Schnrarzschild mentions particularly a pamphlet allegedly written hy hlarx, wl~irhis not generally
known today. It R W S the indictment drawn up on behaif of a commission of the Hague Congress of the
International, in which Bakunin was charged 'with con- spirltcy and disruption, ttc., and on the basis of which
he was expelled. Schwarzschild wires about this docu- .

rnent (which he sneeringly refers to as the "epilop;ueY')
as faHows:

"The epilogue rook the form of one hundred and
printed pages. Marx turote them in collaboration
with Engels and 1,afargue . .After a long career as
pamphleteer, Marx rose to heights never reached before. Never hefore had h i p genias for slander given
vent to such stupend~usmudslinging."
And ro on. and sn forth, ad nartseam. Let us see
what nre can do with this brainchild of Mr. Schwarzschild.
In the first place, whatever may have been the language, it contained facts proving the crimes of Bakunin
against the International.
In the second place. Marx had no LLg~nius"
for
slander, as his traducers well know. The nssertion is
pure billingsgate.
I n the thircl place, Mam did not give, and could
not have given, IIvent to stupendous mudslinging,"
least of a11 on this occasion, becauseIn the fourth place, Marx did nnt write the document in which Scha~arrschildcharges that Bakunin was
dandered !
But aside from these considerations, SchwarzschiId
told the tr?ith. namely, that this "epilogue" consisted
of some 160 pages!
Now, Schwarcschild lied deliberately when be
charged M a n in the manner just described. He knew
that hc lied, because the book from which he quoted
gives the lie to his slander. Schwarzschild quoted a
brief reference h a t Franr, Mehring makes to this document in his biogrnphy of Mtm. Franz Mehring wrMe
(referring to the Bakunin indictment) :
"This memorandum was dra- up by Engels and
sixty

f
~Mehringdoes snv, notwithstanding the fact that
he had just mentioned. that Marx "naturallv, .is tlo
less responsible for the whole than its authors." That,
of course, is Mehring's personal opinion. The fact remains that M a n was not thr author, or co-author, of
it, as SchwarzschiId falsely charged, hence he did not
"rise," and couId not have "risen," to any "heighb,"
nor co~rldhe have been capahle of L'mudslinging,''by
reason of this document. If "mudslinging" there wns,
it was hy Engels and 1.afargue-patently not by Marx,
whatever he may have thought of that document.
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Red Prur~sian,"as imbecile as it is malicio~~sly
false.
And like his predecessors, he whistles in the dark by
repeating the familiar cliches : "For many years the
course of economic history had run counter to Marx's
throw." bLThrre
were no s i p s of increasing misery."
"The workers and employers were hoth moving forward together. . . ." "There were not fewer small
capitalists, there were more of them." " . . .there was
no increase of class antagonism." And so forth.
It is useless to ask if this man is alive, if he !>as
eyes to see with, ears t o hear with, useless to ask him
if he is await that czpitnlist develgpment has produced
a global war. resulting in afl but universal destruction;
that it has caused the slaughter of millions in that war,
that chaos reigns, and capitalist statesmen, so called*
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are at their wits' end; useless to ask him if he is aware
that strikes in er7erlarger volume, snd with increasingly
devaqtating effect, take place ~ v i t lthe
~ regularity, almost, of the tides; useless to ask him if he has ever
heard of the CongreasionaI committee on small business
whose recent report viewed with alarm the growing
power af monopoly and the gradual disappearance of
small business--useless to ask him any or all of these
questions, because he knows the amwers. But the answers do not suit his pqrpoqe of slandering and hesmirching the name of a towering personality, whose
.genius pervades the urnrld todav. whose teachings inspire the masses of the world, and whose name is one
to be reckoned with as none other is, or can be, this side
capitalist slaverv,
Thus again a p e a t fightcr for human freedom, a
great champion of the masses, art outstanding advocate
of gcn~iinepopular democracy, a truly great and good
man, whose lot in life was one ol poverty and personal
misery, recrivts his reward in the shape of calumny,
vituperation and persecution. Rut to slander an outstanding personality, a man of personal rectitude and
intellectual integritv, to be~mirch him and belittle his
lifenork by misrepresenting him and by falsifying the
record, is in effect to pav a high tribute to him. For
by so doing thc vilifiers tacitly acknowledge that they
cannot meet him on his own high ground, that they
cannot overthrow his arguments or refute his Iogic.
Moreover, if Man were the nincompoop and the
wretch his assailants charge that hg mas, why bother
with him--why not let nature take its course? It is,
indeed, strange, is it not, that a man such as his.ene
mies make Marx out to he, should todry occupy a position so commanding in the world's affairs! Mirx
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was, according to his traducers, a charlatan and a faker; an impostor anrl a swindler: a parasite and a petty
thief: a plagiarist and a specularorl He was, so w a p

I

the slandering tongue, n boor, uncouth and unmannerIv; an ignormms and a fool I What fooIs these creatures he that thev can hopr to sell humanity, and above
a11 the working class, such a line of shoddy goods1
This phonv "Man" they present to us is a strawman
set up by them (like the practitioners of "black
magic''] iia tbe hope that by destroying the strawman.
thev are succeeding in dertrnying the real Marx !
No, it takes more than 'Bkck magic," more than
the feehle efforts of a few imported bankrupt scribblers,
more than all the profeswrq and hired pen-pushers in
the world, to m a k ~even a dent in the armor of Karl
Marx! For the real -Marx is the liniversal genius
who, sixty-five vears after his death, still dominates and
largely directs the sane thinking of the world. He is
a mental cnlossm bestriding the globe, towering far
above the murk and the mud of the little men who so
industriously seek to bespatter and belittle him. He is
too far above them to enable them to see him even if
thev wished to do so. They are too small, and he too
gigantic in all proportions, to make it possible for lhem
to see him as he is. And being too dose to him, and
they so very little, thev can in any ease see but a very
small part of him. Might it not be that what they do
see are but the wrinkles and the creases, perhaps an
ink spot, and a little dust here and there, on his outer
g.arment7 But whatever they do see, they see it through
the blackened glasscs of hate, greed and envy, diti
torted and monstrously fantastic !
So let them revile him, let them traduce and misrepresent him, and let them earn. rhe fiItby dollars

handed out to them by the d i n g class exploiters. As
for us, and the exploited workers, in the words of the
working class poet"% praise you, worker. thinker, poet, seer l
Man of the People-faithful in dl part$+"

Cbaptcr Folrr
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Goethe's wards are as true of Daniel De Leon as
Jefferson, Iincoln, M a n and of the great
host of libertarians and fighters for social progress and
human rights throughout the ages. As in the case of
the others, De Leon was misunderstood and misjudged, slandered and maligned shamefully by the ruling class and its apologists and hirelings, from the
professorial hnnkrupts, corrupt politicir?~ and labor
fakers, down to the petty intriguing pwliliticians and
shyster lawyers in the so-called Socialist party, not to
forget the conspiring, vili fving. disruptive wretches
who mse within the Socialist Labor Party to join cause
with the outside foe. In virulence, maliciousness and
reckless falsity, tbe slanders and abuse heaped upon
De I-eon were second to none of which the other great
rebels nnd fightern for humanitv mere the recipients.
And, again, for similar reasons and to similar infamous
h e y are of

ends.

De Ixcln, too, was born to wealth md rulcomforts. The son of wealthy Venezuelans,
given all the advantsgea bwowed upon the offspring of rhe well-to-do. His education was of tfie
highest order; he w~ sent to famous uoivemi6er
abroad, and he seemed destined to achieve a distinguished career in tbt bourgeois world, to match fame
with his greatest contemporaries. When he graduated
from Co11rmbia College in I 878, President Barnard, in
awarding him prizts in constitutional history and constitutional law, and in international law, said to him,
a

,

"Your sncrelpdul labors afford ground for the just
expectation that you map find your place among the
distinguished publicists of the age and country."
But fate, or shall ,we say De Lean's rebellious spir?t, his passion for humanitarian justice and truth, decreed othehse. Having been aroused by the vindia
tiveness dispIayed by the authorities toward striking
New York workers in r 886, he spoke out against thc,
. d i n g cIass of the time, and came out in support of+
Henry George in his campaign for mayor of New
York, George being then considered a subversive character .by the capitalist class and its journalistic spokesmen. Recognixing shortly thereafter the bankruptcy
of Henry George and his reactionary "single-tax" nostrum, De Ideon soon joined the Socialist Labor Party,
then scarcelp more than a refom organization by present-dav Marxist standards. But it was not long before
the Party, largely through De Leon's efforts and
teachings, turned to the road of revolution, eventually
following Marxian principles and policies.
In the meantime Columhia College went back on
its word to give him a permanent professorship, and
68

In protest De Leon resigned, henceforth devoting his
entire time to revolutionary S.L.P. activities, semrrg
as editor, Iectur~r, representative at international Socialist congresses, and ns candidate for various public
ofices an the Party's ticket. HIP ~mcompromisingtactics and scientific principles 9oon brought him into conflict with the traders and trimmers in the Party, whose
primary objective5 were to feather their own nests at
the expense of t!!e wage slave class, and from that time
on the flondgates of calumnies were opened on him.
Like M a n and thr others, he fcll f o ~ of
l the private
vested interests, inside as well as outside the labor
movement. Particularlv vicious were the so-called la- .
bor leaders whom De Leon ever referred to as the
lahar fakers. or the capitalist lahor Iieutenants, a d o p
ing the phrase hestowed upon them, complimentarily,
hy the late capitalist Warwick, the Ohio plutocratic
pottician, Mark Hanna.
Once again, ns in the rases o C Jefferson, L3ncoh and
Marx, buckers of s h e were heaped upon De I~on's
sinfuI head-sinfi~l,that is, in the evrs of the d i n g
dass criminals. Among his foulest defamers was the
unprincipIed lahor faker, Sam Gompers, who hated
De Leon wit3 the insensate fury that only a petty, timeserving soul can entertain toward a great, towering
character. The facts and logic presented bv De Leon
in condemnation of Sam Gompers and his fellow fakers
and Social Democratic allies were answered by Gompers & Co. in terms of vituperation and slander, which
led to the presuntatirln of still more damning facts and
logic by De 1-ron, producing stilI viIer caIumnies by
Gomperts and his allies a d masters. And so on, and
rw forth.
Again we ask: Why was De Leon ro reviled? Why
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was he made the victim of this hatred and unspeakable
(sometimes unprintable) vilification? And again the
answer is that he W R S vilified and lied about because he
fought ruling class t~surpation,bemuse he exposed the
traitors of the working class, and because he espoused
the causc of t l donmtrodden,
~
of the exploited workers, and taught them the principles and program that
~louldbring them emancipation and fr~edom.De Leon
chailengcd and fought the beast of private property,
and the beast fought hack with all thr furv and savagery of the cnrnercd hesst.
When capitalist officialdom, and the labor fakers
and their allies, preached the brotherhood betweet1
capital and liahnr, between the robbers and the robbed,
DPT,eon replied, in terms of his masterful ldgic, with
an exposure of the fraudulent claim; when they
preached reforms, he exposed r e f a d s as a snare and
a delusion, ns a trap set by the capitalists and thpir
lieutenants in which trr catch the unwary workers; when
thev spoke of compromise, he thundered: There can
S'e no compromise hemeen right and wrong! When
they urged palliatives, De Leon answered: "The palliative ever steels the wrong Chat is palliationed." When
thev pleaded that half a Iozf is better than none, De
Leon rejoined: "Request a little when you have a right
to the whole, and your request, whatever declamatory
rhetoric or abstract scientific vehiage it be accompanied with, works a subscription to the principle that
wrongs you."
When De Leon exposed the fatal weakness of the
pro-capitalist craft unions, the labor fakers (echoing
their masters' voices) howled that he was a union
wrecker. an enemv of labor, and what not. De Leon
follom*cdthrough with more proof of the corruption of
6 5 ,
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craft unions, and the venality of the bosses' labor lieutenants. When the enemies of the workers urged "tolerance" and "fnrgivmess," De I .eon scathingly denounced those who pleaded for toleration of the very
evil that the labor movement was called into being tl:
root ant. The fatuous reformers and "middle-of-theroaders" ~ r g u c dfor the buying out of the capitalist
class, professing to heliere that this was a strategy for
achieving a painless revolution. De Leon told them:
"Preach to the proletariat. . . .the abstract principles of
their own, the Socialir:, revolution, and then let that .
man seek to supr-coat the dose vith suggestions or acts
that imply the idea of 'buying out thc capitalisb,' and
he has simply wiped out clean, far all practical purposes, all'he said before: he has deprived the revolution
of its own premisp, its pulse of its own warmth."

ri
Again, it is easy to under~tandwhy De Leon was
hated and reviled. Cicero, in stately Latin, said:
"\Vhen you have no basis for an argument; abuse the
plaintiff." T)e Ideon'senemies adopted this maxim, and
applied it against him rvith a vengeance. No tale was
too fantastic,, no lic too foul, no defamation too vile,
as weapons against ne Leon. They struck at him with
their calumnies in the wild frenzy of the guilty and the
cosrupt--slandered him in public as well as in his private life. Rut vilification and character-assassination
were no more of a deterrent to De Leon than they had
been to the others of his noble company. And as in
the case of Mam, the slander campaign was carried on
against him, not alone during his lifetime, but after
his death, and to this very day.
There is a sameness in this contumely that is as
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fascinating as it is abhorrent, though thir sameness may
'seem somewEat tedious and wearisome. But in thir
very sameness resides the vulnerabilitv of the calumniarinn, for it is bonnd to awaken the thoughtful and
the honorable to a realization that a man msligned in
a manner so similar to athers in the cavalcade of the
reriled Great must him~elfperson;fg a great cause and
almost certainly possess elements of greatness, his cause
must he at least as great as the causes o'f the othersthe causes now vindicated before the bar of history.
And the fact is apt to lead to the concIusion that this
man is due for s virdication as great as that accorded
the others; hence his c+use is destined to become equally vindicated, 'Tht~scalumny of the Great may, in the
long view, a t le,!st, work the direct opposite of that intendmi by the calu~niator. And hecause this may be
so, hecause this very probably will be so, it is useful to
pame Iong enongh in oltr work to review these cares
of comparative, and mmpamhle. campaigns of slander
and chirracter-assassinstion in the lives of great men.
As in the C S E P ~t>f the others, mhtmes could be compiled of such sIanJers and rnisrepres~ntakionaagainst
Daniel DELenn. \Ve shall, of course, have time to
cite only a few. He bore most of them with outward
patience, though on xcasions he did speak out in words
of deep resentment. He was philosopher emugh to
know that he w!lo takes his phce in the front ranks of
the army of freedom must needs become the instant:
target of the poisoned arrows shot by the savage foe.
Towering man invir~stowering wrong. As Herodotus,
the Father of I3istorv, wrote:
"The gnd smites with.his thunderbolt creatures of
greatness more than common, nor suffers them to display their pride; but such as are Iittle niwe him not to

anger; and it is ever on the tallest bcildings and trees
hi9 bolts frll."
One of the ever-recurrent charges against De Leon
was thnt he wiza a dictator, an autocrat, a tyrant, boss,
"pope," or mhnt have we I None of his traducers ever
explainccl haw a man. ctrtainIv not r physical giant, and
certainl!. not in a p~isitiont o seducl~with financial briborv, cqrrtd h a d nther~:o his will ! None of them ever
charged (strangelv tnrn~gh1 ) that De Leon had a band
of strong-arm men W!IO, at the point of pistol or dagger, compellc~igthers to do his hidding! No one ever
compIained that De Lcon possessed hypnotic powers
that hc crrrte,l on his "victims" in order to rendcr
them helpless! And no one among his alleged victims
was 90 superstitic~uaas to yield to any supposed magic,
or threat of hell : ~ n ddamnatim, that he might use
against them I And some, or all, of these methods arc,
as we h o w , used bv the real dictator and tyrant. How,
then, cc1111dDe L,ean he a dictator, especially in an srgtnizi~tionsuch as the S.L.P., where power rests entirely and exclusivelv in the hands of the membership?
The obrior~sabsurditv of these charges and suppositions is their nrvn refutation. De Leon obviously was
not, and todd rat have been, a dictator, boss, etc., even
if he had wanted to be.
What his trarlucsrr; ignolbed was that the so-called
power nf De I,eoq !.ty in his lewning! in his command
of facts, acd iq his mztchless logic, and. conversely. in
his enemies' false positions, hence in their weakness and
vuln~rahllity. "Argumat ri.e., logic] ," said Sir Francis Bacon, ' 7 5 Iike tCle shot of the cross-bow, equally
furcible whether disfhalged by a giant or a dwarf." I n
rheir hlind folly, the rotlternnerp of the Great cannot
conceive of impressing others except through the apvlithat
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cation of brute force. Themselves lacking, or being
defirient, in the power of logic, they cannot conceive of
anyone persuading n t h ~ r sexcept through plain frauds
or force. Ar.d vet not!iing was fnrther from De Leon's
mind rhen to force &ers against tbeir wills. If the
power of logic, and the presentation of facts, did not
impel people to his side, De Leon would have none of
them. In answer to a slander by one of the politicians
in the Soips Sorialist party, De Leon observed : "The
statement that T own the S.L.P. is absurd. The S.L.P.
owns itself. If it didn't I would g8t out. T have no
taste for lcrding cltrlr-."
Tn reply to another he wrote: "The idea that De
Ideon is a boss heraure 'he does sa much work' is .i
brand hew lig!!t on 'hnssisrd; it is also a light on the
gentleman who uTes the tern " I n a splendid passage
De Len5 cumpletelv answers the slanderer, the conspirator and disruprrr :
"We batre vet to w e the person who charges us
with 'bossiness' and who is not a person who, if he only
had the chance. n c h n c e he pant9 after, would not outboss any h ? ~ ;we have yet to see the person who
charges us with intrlerance, and who does not thereby
plead ~ i i l t yof int3lerartlv demqnding that his nonsense he accepted a s chunks of widom; we have vet to
see the person who charges us with viciousness and ill
nature, 2nd who is not rnorhidlr petulant, and who,
moreover, would not be a physical wreck suffering of
ill-natured nervous prustrat;on if he had to stand onethousandth pxrt o f the strain the S.L.P. has to stand
in order co tlphold the banner of Sensc and Socialism;
we have yet to see the person n ho charges us with being 2 'pope,' and who does not bv his every act insult
the independence nf thought: of others by having his [In89

supported conclusions accepted as gospel truth ; we
have yet to see the person who charges us with 'intriguing,' and who is not himself an intriguer, the hones
of whose intrigues the straightforward course of the
S.L.P. has broken."
Tn this answer Dc I,em seems to have included the
entire catalogue of those calumnies xnd falsehoods constantly flung at him, and at those \vho occupy an exposed post in the S.L.P. I t is so complete, so overwhelming in its finality, that one would think that it
would silence for all time the slanderer and the falsifier. But thc dandcrer's mouth i s not stopped until
it is stopped with dust.
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De Leon's invincibIc logic and his pmcticc bf citing
facts, chapter and verse, drove his assailants to fury.
Having been licked an the field of Iogic and fact, the
character-assassins thereupon turned their endeavnrs
into an assault on De Leon's personal character, on his
antecedents, etc. In the 'nineties the wildest stories
were circulated by the enemies of the Party and of De
Leon concerning his alleged obscure origin and sup
posed efforts to mver up his past. These cal~~mriies
have had their echoes in recent years. Goaded finally
beyond endurance, and probably out of regard for his
family, De Leon decided to bring charges against one
of the calumniators, one August Waldinger. The
charges opened as follows :
"1 hereby charge August WaIdinger, a member of
this Srction [New York], with the act of deliberate
defamation of my character and good name, to the injury not of myself onIy, but of the Party itself."
He then reproduces a letter in which, among other

things, the yam was told that, in the history of the
Seligmans in the Astor Library (now incorporated in
thc New York Public Library), De 1,ron's name was
allegedly mentioned; that De Leon was supposed to
have been adopted by the Seligmans (another danderous version w a s that he was Seligman's illegitimate
sonl) and received from hem the name of De L o n .
De Leon, in his charges, thereupon comments:
"In itself, such a matter wodd seem too trifling for
notice. It, however, happens, as you surely know, that,
for the Iast five years, the charge has been brought
against me in ever intreasing vdume through the labor
fakers of the land, that 1 am traveling under an assumed name, quite a variety of names, especially 'Loeb'
being imputed to me by them as my real pame. Hardly
a paper of theirs hut attacks in this manner. Tt is their
favorite attack. Against this fouI slander I have been
helpless; the slander and libel have been uttered in such
cowardly manner that I cannot bring a criminaI action
on them, and a civil action far libel either, because an
'alias' is not in itself a wrong thing, so that legal technicalities would afford my libelers loopholes by which
to escape. Nevertheless, the motive for the slander,
however concealed, is evident and is none other than
to raise suspicion against my character as a man whose
antecedents are such that he thinks it advisable to conceal them by dropping his old and assuming a new
name.
at

In this sense, for instance, a lampoon was distributed last year during the campaign [ I 8981 throughout the I 6th Assembly District of this city, where I was
the Party's candidate for Assembly, and the attempt
was thus made to discredit the Party through me. Indeed, whoever uttered the slander has evidently for its
71
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[his?] real purpose to injure the Party and its propaganda by throwing discredit upon one of its agitators."

De Leon then cites the fact of Waldinger's repeating the slander in the presence of others. And he continues :
"For him [Waldingcr], a Party member, to say
what he did at such a public place as a barroom, where
strangers go in and out and stand around, cannot have
had any abject other than to fortify the slander
against me, and [the] ugliness of his conduct is not
weakened by the 'hearsay' method h a t he adopted; on
the contrary, it is aggravated bv the very aggravation
b h a t accompanies the coward's assassination of character.
"This slander against my good name has not been
brought upon me by any private act of mine. The
wounds that the slander has inflicted, and continues to
inflict, are earned by me in the camp of the Party,
owing to my activity in the Party's work. Even so, !
would have taken up my own cudgels outside of the
Party, were it not for the reasons given above explaining my helplessness before a charge that, though evidently malicious, is e v e ~ w h e r emade in so cowardly
a manner as to allow technical loopholes for the slmderers' escape from the clutches of the law, The action
of Waldinger is the first on the part of my slanderers
on this serious subject that CAN be taken hold of; and
it can be taken hold of simply because it enables me to
bring it before the onlv court that can deal with the
equities of the case; the only court that need not be
trammeled with lIegal technicalities; above all, the only
court that must have a deep interest in establishing
whether or not a member whom it entrusts with grave
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responsibilities is a nameless adventurer of shady a n t e
cedents, and finally a court that must also be deeply interested in doing for i t s own sake wbat it can in defending those of its- own members who; by reason of
the work imposed on them, are exposed to the poisonous arrows of an infamous foe, especially seeing that
what it can do is the only thing that can at all be done
in the premiseethe brdnding of the slanderers within
its own juriadictibn."
The bitterness, the deep resentment, of De Leon
against the calumny, expressed here, was also expressed
in a letter of protest that he wrote to a inember, Morris Ruther, editor of a trade union journal, Labor:
"Do you [he asked Ruther] father that slur upon
our New York comrades and upon me personally? We
have to be extremely jealous of one anorher's dean
repute; he who is unfit should be cast off; the enemy
will sufficiently maIign us ; if we don't protect one another's character against unjust aspersions, who will?
And in that case the Party is 'busted' It will b r d up
in a wrangle of fishu4~es. T o put up with the bucketfuls of slurs and infamies that Labor weekly dumps
upon one, one must be a dishdout. That I am not;
apd I have made up my mind that this shall end if
Party discipline and Party decency can bring it about;
if not, the Patty i s not fit for a decent man to joitl, Iet
alone give his time to, The organization where one's
character is not safe and in which one's fellow workers
will not chivalrously stand by one another unless convicted is not worthy of the devotion without which no
organization can succeed, but is bound to sink into the
mire:'

a
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During the same period there was circulated a Iampoon written b~ one Eugene Dietzgen, unworthy son
of the famous Joseph Dietzgen, hailed by Mam and
EngeL as the philosopher of the proletariat, Dietzgen
had joined the intriguers against the Party,had lauded
and supported Debs's Social Democratic party, and,
hax-ing been rebuked, spewed .his venom an those who
had exposed him, especidly De Leon. His lampoon
contained the familiar vilifications43e Leon was a
dictator, a tyrant, etc., and he was an ignoramus, a
charlatan ancl deficient in his understanding of Mam.
DE:
Leon's "Reform or RevoIution" was singled out as
a special target. Tn the manner of some of our latterday character-assassins, it picked flaws in De .Leon's
masterpiece, in a tortured and qliibhling fashion. 'Thc
Party's platform (presumed to have been written by
De Leon) was similarly attacked, of which attack this
is a sample: Quoting from the platform-"Again
through the perversion of democracy to the ends of
plutocracy, labor is robbed of the wealth whirh it alone
produces. . . ." T3ic.tzg.cn argucd: "Not labor, but labor power is being robbed" !!
This infamous document bears a striking similarity
to those circulated by recently expelled disrupters. Iadeed, did we not know better, we would conclude that
it was prepared bv one of the current gang of howling
dervishes who in similar fashion are maligning the S.L.
P. and those among its members whq 3re holding ra
sponsihle postq in the Party. Indeed, with respect co
the latter-day vilifiers, it is a case of history repeating
itself-first,
as M a n put it, as a tragedy, later as a
farce I It is the eternal 'process of calumniated and
calumniator aH over again.
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As the enemies of the Party and of De Leon discovered again and again, their slanders and vilifications
brought them no results other than their own exposure
as guttersnipes and Jummists, who proved their real
purposes and true motives by going over to the carap
of the enmy. They found that in tangling with De
Leon, they tackled a bear--or perbps I should sav a
lion 1 As the nickens character said :
"Rather a tough.customer in an argeyment, Joe,
if anybody was to try and tadcle him" I
Tn recent years several writers of literary greengoods have gone out of their way in maligning De
T,eon, misrepresenting his teachings and falsifying the
record with respect to his life and work. A few years
ago a notorious renegade who earns his pennies by
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toadying to labor fakers wrote a book called "Tailor's
Progress," This particular sycophant took special
pains to pour his filth on De Leon's name, bringing in
again, among other things, the question of his ante.
cedents, making rhe amusing, though unimportant,
"charge" that De Leon (who once referred to himself
humorously as "a respectable Venez~elanCatholic" f )
was a Jew with Negro blood in his veins f The
"charge," though unimportant in itself, was obviousIy
made, with malicious intent, to discredit De Leon, who
on thio particular point expressed himself as follows
(in his report as Editor to the rg r 2 National Convention of the S.L.P.} :
"If the currespondence [letters, articles, submitted
for publication] is rejected, your national editor runs
serious personal risks. He makes an enemy who Il:rtBwith discovers and proclaims that the editor 'is a Jew
and denies it,' or that 'he is not a lew and claims to
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be one,' and sundry other and similar interesting dis
coverics."
The frequent charge that De Leon was a Jew, and
denied it, and vice versa, gave him many a chuckle.
Once one of the S.P. "Ahe Genossen" (old German
Social Democrats) wrote him, chiding him about being
a Jew, etc. De Leon wrote a suitable letter box answer and had the Yiadisb composite; in the Party plant
tmnslate it and set it in type, so .that it appeared in
Yiddish in the Daily People. The "Alte Genossen" is
supposed to have said triumphantly to one of his cronies: "Seh', was habe ich gesagt? Der ist ja doch ein
Jud' !" ("What did I tell you? The man is a Jew I")
In the same book the author quotes, with evident
relish, the old faker Gompers as having said:
"De Leon came of a Veneauclan family of Spanish
2nd Dutch Jewish descent with a strain of colored
blood. That makes him a first class son of a b--."
The foulness of this calumny equaIs anv that was
leveled against Abraham Lincoln by the venal press of
his day.
The slummist character af Gompers, the man's
maliciousness and vulgarity are perfectly illustrated in
an event that took place in 1898. T h e occasion was
the celebrated New Bedford strike which yielded as
its most precious fruit De Leon's masterpiece "What
Means This Strike?" Gompers had become enraged
because of De Leon's efforts to expose thc labor fakers
and their corrupt craft unions. In his autobiography
Gompers claims that "In n long, carefully prepared
address, De Leon set forth the principles of the new
unionism and made a savage attack upon trade unions
and upon me in particular." He goes on t o make the
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false claim that he (Gompers) came to New Bedford
the following evening, allegedly addressing "Iarge
numbers of textile strikers and succeeded in materially
changing the impression madc by De Ixon. . . ." ,And
he added boastfully: ". . . .the offensive for the new
unionism was successfully checked. . . ."
The facts are briefly: Gornpers did go to New Bedford, but it was two days before De Leon spoke; his
appearance there diminished, rather than enhanced, the
prestige and infl~lenceof craft unionism among the
workers, Gompers himself cutting a sorry figure, and
addressing a much smalkr audience than the one that
two days later turned out to hear De Leon.
Upon arriving in New Bedford, on February 9,
r 898, Gompers was banded the following letter which
had appeared the day before in the New Bedford
Evening Stondord:
"1'0Mr. Samuel Gompers:
"In the name of Section New Bedford, S.L.P., I
am authorized to issue the foIlowing challenge:
"That you shall appear in debate on next Friday
evening, February I I , at City Hall, with Daniel De
Leon. The subject to be: 'The principles which you
[Gompers] represent, known as the American Federation of Labor, as opposed to those represented by De
Leon, and known as Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance, or Socialism.'
"Yours, in behalf of Section New Bedford,
"James F. Hancock,
"Organizer of the local Section."

Here was Gompers's chance to "expose" and
"crush" De Leon. Did he seize it? Nary a seizure 1
Instead he denounced the challenge as "traitorous,"

with the intended foul, slanderous reflections on De
Leon. According to the account in the Pittsburgh Dirpatch, February xo, no sooncr had Gompers flung the
slanderous charge against De Leon than Hancock (the
S.L.P.'organizer) jumped up and "challenged Gempers then and there." The Dispatch described the
pandemonium that followed, and continued its report
as follows:
'' 'Don't do that,' said Mr. Gompers. 'Don't sink
to his level. X know this red button brigade [S.T,.P.
men]. You will find a Pinkerton agent. the paid hireling of the mill corporation, here Friday night to divide
you against yourstlves.' This was taken as a reference
to a Socialist [DeLeon] who is to speak here Friday
night, and mingled applause and hisses followed. But
Gompers continued, saying that men who would not
fight together were traitors to each other. He was
several times interrupted, and at length was forced to
break off to catch a train."
This contemptible slander proved too much even
for the non-Socialist strike leaders, one of whom,
Wm. Cunnane, president of the Cotton Weavers' Protective Association, and financial secretary of the strike
council, said in a statement published in the Evening
Sta~dardof February x I , I SgB :
". . ...Mr.' Gompers also warned his audience that
the Socialists were about to bring a paid Pinkerton
into the city in a few days, and in this connection used
language that suggested that the said Pinkerton was
Daniel De Leon, who is billed to speak in the City Hall
tanight. I have always had a certain amount of respect for Mr. Gompers, but when a man will stand up
in front of an audience and make a deliberate statement which he knows is false and a lie, a statement
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made evidently for the purpose of winning over to his
side an excited and passionate audience, then that man
loses my respect."
It was thus that Gompers "succeeiled in materially
changing the impression made by De Leonm'-who was
yet to make that "impression" in New Bedford l l The
actual results of Gompers's false and libelous charges
were a series of successful meetings addressed by De
L o n in New Bedford, and the organizing of three S.
T.& L.A. locals of weavers and spinners, and the securing of much valuable publicity for the S.L.P. T o
Gumpers the liar, the vulgar faker, were administered
crushing defeat, exposure and, on the part of the workers, the contempt he had so richly earned.
Another one of thc literary greengoods dealers,
one Waldo Frank, not so long ago wrote an article in
the magazine Commentnry (July, 1947) , published by
"The American Jewish Committee," in which another
fantastic tale is spun about De Leon. The story told
by Mr. Frank is supposed to be sympathetic to De Leon
--as
sympathetic, in fact, as was Otto Ruehle's slanderous biography of Marx! Apart fmm containing
numerous stupid errors concerning events xela'ting to
T)e Leon's activities, and a complete falsification of
Mamism-all done in the best manner of the "neFreudianst'-the article contains slurs and falsehoods
such as this one:
"Tn the thirty years that have followed [since De
Lean's death], no fresh thought, no fresh emotion
[ !I appears to have emerged from his disciples; who
courageously if vituperatively carry on what became
first an 'Academy of De Leonism' [?I] and is today
at best a mausoleum where the sacred d r y bones are
piously conserved. De Leon inherited the Marxist

rn
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tradition of wordy abuse, as did Lenin and Trotsky and
indeed the &hole contemporary Communist press in
and out of Russia."
No commen;~seem necessary on this contemptible
and imbecile vilification.
In this charlatan's article one runs across the most
astonishing and, at the same time, the most amusing
observations. We are told, for example, that "The
Mamist psychology is obvio~islvextrovert," and, so
this owlish gentleman assures us, both Lenin and De
Leon "accepted the extravert Marxist psychology."I
Marx's mistake was to assume "that man is naturally
good," despite the alleged faa that (according to Mr.
Frank's "Marx") "all evil has issued from the economic classes," which sad state of affairs apparently
has no relation to man, good or evil! And we are
solemnly told by this literary buffoon that "Marx, De
Leon must not be rejected; they must be deepened."
And Mr. Frank, of course, will do the deepening, in
the most approved Greenwich Village fashion t There
is much more of such culti~htripe, which it would be
amusin8 to report, but hardly with any profit. Suffice
it to say that Mr. Frank's "portrait" of De h n is
one of the weirdest things ever to be hung in the international galIerynl
Other recent artides and books have deilt with De
Leon in much the same irresponsible and falsifying
manner, most of them bearing ,yitness to the fact that
the authors cribbed generously from the equalIy weird
works by fellow literary hucksters. One of them, by
one Charles Madison (on the whole sympathetic and
decent), sinned chiefly by accepting uncritically some of
the slanderous and beIittIing references to De Leon by
his critics and revilers.
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One of the very latest traducers is that "literary"
boudoir artist, Irving Stone, who turns the private
lives of the great and near-great into lush profits. In
his latest book, the Debs "biographical novel," "Adversary in the House," he succeeded in creating a masterpiece of calumny and falsification concerning De
Ideon, his character, his work and his principles. Since
we have paid our compliments to Mr. Stone on this
score in the current issue of the WEEKLYPEOPLE
(December ~ 3 r,947), nothing more need be said on
the subject on this occasion except to say that as a
piece of deliberate lying about, and vilification of, De
laeon, it deserves the Ananias prize! At any rate,
there is no doubt it will receive proper reward at the
hands of a grateful plunderbund, well served by the

gentleman.
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It has become axiomatic that those whom the predatory classes cannot buy or corrupt they will seek to
destroy, Men such as Jefferson, L.incoln, Marx and
De Leon were not for sale, and this is, indeed, fortunate for mankind and the progress of the world. And
though they may be destroyed in their physical entities,
either with one foul blow (as in the case of I.incoln),
or by denying them the opportunities for Ieading rmrmal, healthful lives (as in the cases of Marx and De
Leon), they cannot really he destroyed, for their works
and deeds survive them, bestowing upon them an immortality that no assassin's hand can reach. And
though the mortal blows are struck by the ruling classes
and their henchmen, unw~ittinglyfriends of the victims
not infrequently contribute their share.
~lsew'hereT have told the story of the thoughtless
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manner in which De Leon sometimes was treated by
those who appreciated his genius, who even revered
him. He, like Man, lived a life of poverty, though
his lot could have been eased, and possibly his life
lengthened, and with that the working class emancipation cause immeasurably benefited, had his friends
viewed his problem more thoughtfully. Of course, De
Ideon never complained, md he would have resented
any demonstration of sjlmpathy or pity. Yet, there
were occasions when he did give vent to chagrin at the
incansiderateness of those who might have been presumed to take a more understanding view of his trials
and personal problems. Even so, he did this in a humorous way, as if aware of the danger of being misunderstood. There is an example of this in a letter
which he wrote to a New York mcmber, one who worshipped De I,eon, and who probably would have laid
down his life for him. I refer to the late Adolph
Orange. 'The letter was written in August ( I g ) , r g r 2,
less than two years before De Leon's death. Orange
had written to De Leon, requesting him to speak "at
one of our noon-hour meetings on 'printing square'
[near Citv Hall]. Any Wednesday in September will
be all right."
It is easy to understand De Leon's reactions to this
request. He carried an enormous burden as'the Parry's editor; he had insufficient help a t the office; he
was beset with worries, Partv and personal worries,
and he had even by that time taken on outside workanalyses of cases involving problems in internationa1
lam?-legal work, sent him by his friend, the Party's
attornev, Benjamin Patterson, This extra work, done
in ord& to supplement his scant earnings, especi~lly
during the long periods when he was not paid his wages
82
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due to the condition of the Party "trcasury"+hh outsidt work meant, of course, long hours of exactiq lahorn in his ( ~ ~ a I 1 espare
d
ti-me. And De Leon m s .
after all, getting on in years. In these circumstances
me can appreciate his feelings, which he sought m
repress? conveyed in the gently chiding letter he wrote
Adolph Orange :

"Dear Cornrad*
"Among the visitors to Pleasantoille is the cele
hrated traveler from Mars. He. happened to be on
my dining porch when pour letter came ;and he looked
over my shoulderehe is an inquisitive traveler, you
know; and he read your letter; and he said to me: 'I
was under the impression that, being within five months
of 60, and having done a hell of a l d (that traveler
hag learned to swear in English) of open-air speaking
sometimes 3 and 4 speeches on an evening; and that
not hankering after a speedv flight to heaven where
angels are waiting for you-I was under the impression
that you had taken your name off the list of open-air
orators, and were keeping your vocal strength for indoor spelIbinding.' Says I to him, said I: 'Right you
are.' Said he to me, says he: 'Then what in hell is the
matter with that Orange?' Said I to him, sags I: 'That
is Orange's way of joking.' 'Ohl' then he replied:
'-Tell him to take a run up here on a Sunday for us to
punch his nose for cracking such jokes, and to bring his
PPife along to nurse him.' Said I, says I, '1 shall do
so.' Which I now do. So then take a run up this way
with Mrs. 0,on a Sunday.' "

The banter and the humor cannot quite conceaI
De Leon's resentment at having been asked to address

a routine noon-hour meeting, when he was frantically
struggling to keep his head above water, when his

strength was being sapped by the endless work and
all of which was known to the loyal members
in New Yo&. One wmetimes feels that there b more
truth than poetry in Oscar Wilde's d a ~ mthat "each
man kills the thing he loves."
Despite the killing pace, despite the countless worries and distractions, despite vituperation and slanders,
De Leon wrought mightily. His contribution to social
science was second oqly to that of Marx. In his epochal work, "Ancient Society," Lewis Henry Morgan
pauses pry a tribute to Cleisthenes, the ancient Greek
state builder. Pointing to his "invention of the township," Morgan wrote that "It wzs an inspiration of
the genius of Cieisthenes; and it stands as the master
work of a master mind.'' Similarly we point to De
Leon's "invention" of the Socialist Industrial Union
principle, and its corollary, the Socialist Industrial
Union Government-the administrative machinery of
the future Socialist Republic of I ,abor. There is not
time on this occasion to go into this wbject in detail.
However, a
from De Leon will serve. I n
his epoch-making address, "The Burning Question of
Trades Unionism," De Leon said :
"Civilized [i.e., Socialk t J socierv wiI1 know no such
ridiclilous thing as geographic constituencies. It wiI1know only industrial constituencies. The parliament
of [Socialist] civilization in America [and eIsewbereJ
will consist, not of Congressmen from geographic districts, but of representatives of trades rindustrie~]
throughout the land, and their legislative work will not
he the complicated one which a society of conflicting
interests, such as capitalism, requires, but the easy one

worries,
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which can be summed up in the statistics of t8t wealth
needed, the wealth producible, and the work required
-and that any average set of workingmerits representatives are fully able to ascertain, infinitely better than
our modem rhetoricians in [today's political] Congress."
Here is the kernel of De Leon's epochal discovery
-a
discovery that sets him apart from the average
Socialist agitator and marks him a man of genius, indeed I Misunderstood, reviled, persecuted by dander,
his life made miserable by the yelping yelIow canines
who snarled and snapped at his heels, but a towering
genius who in the times to come will be bracketed with
the supreme Great of the race--of whom, in ages to
come, it will be said as Morgan said of the ancient
Greek, Cleisthenes: "His discovery stands as the master wotk of a master mind!"
Through countless ages men have been haunted by
a dream, a dream that has persisted through storm
and stress, through su%eringand death, a dream that
has defied the torture rack, the scaffold and the fagot,
a drcam that has heartened and sustained the race even
in the darkest hour. It is the dream that man some
day shall be fully free-free of superstition and fear,
free of misery and want. It is t.he dream that manman, the race, and man, the individual-shal1 one day
rise far above the brute's level, and take his destiny into
his own strong and capable hands. T h e dream that In
an attainable future man shall live at peace with himself and his fellours; when no man's hand shall be
raised against his brother; when brotherhood shall bccome something more than just a matter of kin and
bIoad, when it shall be a fraternity of all the children
of Earth dwelling together in peace, in harmony, and
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in abundance. That dream was born in the hearts and
minds of our. forebears during the dismal centuries, and
nurtured by them in their great agonies. That dream
was given wings by Thomas Jefferson, faith by Abraham Lincoln,realism and substance by Karl Marx, and
form and certainty by Daniel De Leon. It is the dream
of the ages, and, hy all that ive hold dear, the dream
that we of our generation will cause to he materialized,
and insure for the ages, for all the unnumbered years
to come.

(The E n d )

APPENDIX
A N ADVERSARY WITHOUT HONOR

"Some bmka are liea
frae en8 to end."
-RoM Bwm

AN ADVERSARY WITHOUT HONOR

In the following c o w n d e n c e the story of an uascrupulous m e r of Darrfsl De Zaon b told. Mr. Irvhg Btone, author
of bmh dealing wlth the Uvea of some famous men an8 women
in so-called fictional form, ia here revealed as-a "story Wler"
par excellen~e-~~~tory
teller," that is, aa the phraae is politely
used to convey that a persrnr is a liar. In h h scandal-mongerb m , "Adwmary in the Howw," Mr. Stone took considerable paha deliberately to ma3lgn and miampremnt the chter and principles of De Lmn. That Mr. Sbue knew better t h
he wrote Is not subject to debah. The correspondence ieaverr
no room for doubt that the gentlema pmsented De Lean as
he dId with malice prepense. Mr. Stone, b join- the "penheroes" whmw rrpecialty it appeam to be tm revile the Great,
thus supplied a convi~lcingchapter to support the theah of
this work. C o w a d y , and with Mecent &regard of the fact&
he haa pf-ted
a "portnik" of the iL1u~MousD e Leon that, in
every rmpect, degcadea an8 defames the B i s t h g u k h d American M a m M In the eyes of thotre who are shingem to him and
hfa immortal contribution to &a1
science.
It need Dnly be added that Mr. I w h g Stow never owledged receipt of the letter mmt him, and that hk never apolog h d for his danderow an8 dhhonorable portrayal of De Leon.
T o have done the deoent and btonorable thhg would have meant
ko withdraw MI dandemm book, and thia in turn would have
meant to forego the p-ts he was msldng, and the 8Ml greater profit14he h-8
to redhe, from the Bsle of Ma infamous
work. The m l b g thought la that posterity will properly
appraise the gentleman and the craft he haa a#, peculiarly made
his m.

m-

"He rams hfs quill wlth
and wIth scoff,
But 'tfs m very foul, it won't go OK."
March 23. 1949

ARNOLD PE3TRSEN

November 21, 1947.

Fk

r. Irving Stone,

f

ear Sir:

I have delayed writing this letter to you for various
asons, none of which is of any particular importance to
its subject matter. However, the delay, you may rest aseured,
is not due to any lack of indignation on my part over the
outrageous. libels you have smeared on the name of Daniel
De LRon in your "biographical jooval" of Eugene V. Debs,
"Zhe A d v m r y in the House." I have come across muntleas examples of danderin@:and vilifying the great De Leon,
some stupid, some maliciously derogatory, some deliberately
distorting, and some with all tbeae mixed in more or 1equal proportions. Few, however, eq&l your performance
in your Debs book in point of d e s a misreprermtation,
deliberate libeling and downright lying.
You mnnot plead ignorance of the facts-a plea which
ia any case would be unworthy of one pretmdmg "to do
an objective historical jobw-nor can you claim lack of opportunity to acqusint yotmaelf with the faeta, specifically the
facts concerning De h ' s character, the principles and'
policies for w k h he stood, all of which were f d y - - a n d
sometimes generouely-acknowIedged by the very man who
f o m s the subject of your "biographical novel."
On your own reqn~artI suppli,ed you with ample materiaI,
and I made clw in my first letter to you my particular
reasons for doing ao-my apprehension that (like 0th- who
preeded yuu) you would accept the weird assortment of &nd m and ouraery taka that De b o n s enemies so aasiduwsIy
spread about him.
My apprehensions were M y justified, as you wely
p r o d with a vengeance!. Why you stooped to this disgraceful act, why you wmt out of your way deliberately to fa!sify the record concerning thia outstanding Amarican Marxiat,

'
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Daniel De Leon, I do not prof- to understand, though f;
have formed m e rather defkite opinione in the matter.
Nor am I writing you this letter m the naive -tion
that it will make much of an impmion on yo-pt,
perhap, that you may consider yourself "ipuked" for b
iag proved a slanderer. For one who is capable of traducing
and deiiberately misrepresenting Da L o n aa you did in your
curious "novel" is surely impervious ta m y criticism that
may be made of you and pour book--,
more apecifically,
of the pmta in which you traduce and mbepresent De Leon.
I write this letter, tbea, primarily to keep the record
straight--to place on record, for hiwry to judge, one more
infamoue attempt at ,lying about De Leon and, by Iogieal
coneequence; about the S d i & Labor Party. I do this in
the firm belief that in the long view history is an impartial
judge, and in the certainty that the name of De Leon will
eventually emerge cleared of a11 the mears that you and
your "fellow 'travelem" have placed on it-in the certainty
that De Lecm's name will be long remembered after yours
bas been forgotten, and when your ~candaIousbook has b e
coma a mere "volume df curious and forgotten lore."
I mean to do as thorough a job of &is as ~ossible,and
for the record, therefore, I shaU now reprbduce (with minor
deletion^) the correspondence that ~aeared between us more
than 'two years ago.
I wrote yau on April 5, I%, prompted by an appeal
you made in the New York Times Book Review for material
on Debs's relations with other men in the labor movement.
The name of De limn having berm mentioned among these,
1 wrote:
"Experience covering many years of active participation
in the Socialist labor movement in' tbka country haa taught
me that whenever the name of Daniel De Leon is introduced
in any book written, either by those who bitterly opposed

;
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him or who knew nothing or little about him (and that little frequently only throupft wond-hand sources), there is
cause t o be concerned, and to watch out for mkuepresentations made,, intentiondy or otherwise . .. And for that reason
I respond to tbe ;piplied invitation to write you in thin connection. I am particdarfy i n t e d , of courss, in the relation of Eugene V. Debs to Daniel De h
n,
and feeling that
the views held by Debs toward Daniel De h n and the
h i a l k i t Labor Party might have some relevancy to tbe matter you have in h
d
,1 t& the opportunity of enclosiing
an address delivered by the S o c i a labor Party's candidate for President in 1932, this addresa having bmn broadcast o m Station WEVD, New Yo*. Debs is here quoted
on his attitude toward XndtmtriaI Unionism and toward the
Sacidst Labor Party, of which Dmiel De Leon, of course,
was considered the outstanding and typical representative.
"I wanId
call to your amtion two speeches delivered
at the Founding Convention of the Industrid Workera of
the Wvdd in Chicago, 1905. In caw the printed proceedings of that convention are not acamible to you, I quote the
following
from the two speeches, one delivered by
Eugene V. Debs, and the other delivered by Daniel De
Leon. Among 0 t h thing Debs said: (hSocialist Trade
and Labor Allianm r s p ~ k the
d
of tbe Socialist
Labor Party on u n 4 0 h ) "'Now, let m e my to those delegates who are b m
reprmenting &a Socidkt Trade and Labor AlIimce &at 1
have not ia the past agreed with 'their tad-.
I concede
that their theory is right, and that their principIea am sound
[that is, Debs conceded that De Leon's theory was right and
his principles sound]; I admit and c h d l l y admit tbs
hornmy of their &hip,.
. I am not af those who
worn you [Da b o a and his party] h u w of yonr mall
aumbers. I bave been taught by experience that mrmbers
Ql

do not represent ~trength.. . The American Federation of
bbor ia not sound in its economics. The Socialist Trade

.

and Labor Alliance i~ sound in its emnornice..
L& b
. . .Let me say that I agree with Comrade De Leon
upon o m very vital point at least. We have not been the
best of friends in the past, but the whirligig af time brings
about mme wonderful c h a n g ~ . I fipd myself bmaking away
from some men I have been is very close touch with, and
getting in close touch with same men from whom T have
been very widely separated. But no matter. I have bng
since made up my mind to pursue the maight line as I see
it. A man i6 not worthy, in my judgment, to enlist in the
aervices of the working claw unlms he hm the mord stamina,
if need be, to break asunder all peraond relations to serve
'
that c l w as be understands his duty to that class. . .'
"I now quote the foIlowing from the speech by Daniel
De Leon in which in part he r e p k to Deb:
L
. . .In having this convention come together here, we,
of the Socialist Trade and Labor AKance, indulge in the
vsinglorious belief that we have cont+uted our hami and
Brother b b s will, I think--I am sure of it--admit that our
literature has contribntad toward !hat end. . . I can imagine
nothing more weak, more pitiable from a man'# standpoint
than to apire to an ideal that is unrealizable, and T have
overhauled my position again and again answering thb question: "b thia problem that you have undertaken aa one of
so many--is it a problem that is eolvable?" And I have
concluded &at IT IS. I drew a line aad on the other side
of that line I placed the faker and thw men. . . who deny
that the working clars can emancipate themaelvq and who
consequently propom to follow their own interwta to the best
of their ability and opportunity. . .
b4 b
The Socidat Trade and Labor AUiance has p r w d e d
upon the principle that you cannot conceal your purpo'~e
46
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h m the enemy. The enemy's instincts will td them what
yon are nfter, wh&
you hide it or not. But if p u hide
your poky, if you hide your aims, if you conced whet you
msaa to do, then, whils you cannot deceive the enemp--be
will be aa strongly againet yon an if you stated clearly what
yon wzmte&you wiU deprive y o d f d the #upport of the
qmbation~that would stand behind you if they knew

what you wanted. ..
LL 4
. . .Moreover, I agree with Brother Debs &st this is
not tb d o n for aped-making, and that we have an
ardmu work to perform. Neverthehe, I recognize the
ccrurby of the who have caUed upon me after Brother
Deb's ,@s
snd I wish hhe w M y to ntate that whoever
stends frankly and o p l y w i t h his his h d against the
capitalist e k . . whoever breaks with the foe and puts
himself, t o use a Pognlistic expression, "in the middle of
the r m d " 4 t man w i l l find nothing but fraternal greeting
from me
an individual, and from the organhntion which
I repwssnt here.. .'
"I could, of course, go on, but 1 think I have inflicted
sufficidy on you now, and probably much more &an you
woaId want to m&e me of for your pqwses. I w i ~ hto
bring out pa*ti&ly
the profound r q m t Debs had for
De k n , and tbe fact that De Leon WM prepared to sink
all past d i f f m with Debs in the intermt of building
up a strong independent working
movement, p o I i W

.
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is well hindoatrid...''
You
as f o b m under date of April 21, 1945:

~~

"Dear Mr. Petersen:
"It is a great and unique pleaem to d v e a 1-1:
from
a member of the Socialist Labor Parrty who does not Matt
off by bitting me ows the head
a baaebd bat The
idea of moat S d d h Labor Party m e m h seems to be

I am writing a book about Debs, I muat therefore
hate and revile all of his alleged opponenh Aa a matter of
fact, I try always to do an objective historical job, and as
far as I am able I hate and revile no one.
"I am greatly interested in DanieI De Leon, and have
been for -era1 yearn. I have been unable to find a good
biography about him. Is there one available? Would you
please send me hb major writings, and bill them to me at
my addrws? I have only a few mttercd pamphlets on hand.
"In my portrait of De Leon 1 &all attempt to bring him
to Iife with all of his great verve and vitality and color. 1:
don't know as pet how much of his economic thinking X agree
or disagree with, but that win have very little to do with
my b&,
%re De h n and Debs differed or even fought,
thm strugglee will be presented M honestty and faithfulIy
as I can presegt them, without taking sides. I don't think
De Leon has been done justice, and he is far too little
known in thin country. I hope to do bim jwtice, and to
make him better known.
"I greatly appreciate the meterid you sent me, in particular the fine quotations. Please send me everything else
you think will be of value to my book, no matter what their
nature may be. Above .all, you must send me material:
which wiU help me to understand and admire Dwiel De
that, h o e

Leon.
"Sincedy yours,

(Signed) "Irvingn
"Irving Stone."

I answered you on April 27:
"I don't know whether there is what you would consider
'a good biography' on De Leon, but there are several books
written on and about 13e b o n and hia life's work, I have
myself written a swim of 'chapters,' practiealIy alI of these

'

having been delivered as commemoration addresses, at the
annual De Leon meetings held 'on Decanber 14 by the local
organizations of the &cialist h b o r Party. h a u s e of the
circumstances under which t h e addresses were delivered,
you will appreciate that the book i somewhat deficient in
unity, though of conree you would be a far better judge of
that than I. Those addresswr &at had lwsn written and
delivered up to 1940 were &led
into one volume under
the colIective title, 'Daniel De h n : Social Architect.' Since
then, four additional a d d r m have been delivered by me,
which wentudy will be included in an enIargd edition of
''Daniel De Leon: Social Architect.'
"Then there is a volume publiehed about 25 years ago
entitled, 'Daniel De Leon, The Man and His Work.' It consists
mainly of three m y s on De Leon by three of his coworkers. Finally, the Socialist Labor Party published some
years, ago a trmslaticm of a work on De Leon and the Arnerican labor movement which i entitled, 'Daniel De Leon,
Opportunism in the American Lsbor Movement,' by one L.
"G. Rai&y, a professor at the Leningrad University. I am
sending you this material by book-post, and you will please
accept it with my compliments.
"If yon really want to go deeper into the life and work'
- orDaniel De Leon, I can give you many other referencw
though I haven't time at the moment. There is one work,
however, whj,ch you ought to be fmiliar with (if you haven't
, already read it), and that is Pad F. B r b d e n ' s 'Tbe I.W.W.,
'A Study of American Syndicak' This work was publiahd
in 1919 and is, I believe, an enlargement of Professor Brii3swden's Ph.D. the&. You will find this very valuable, particularly h u a e of what Brissenden says about 1)e Leon,
and he p r o b k s that he faced and the men who opposed
him ; and it is written objectively. . .
"As for sending you De Leon's major writings, that is
8
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rather a difficult task. Selection implies rejection, and I
would find it difficult to eliminate anything that De Leon
wrote, which I would not consi,der m t i a l . However, I
encloae a catalogue in which you will find ail De Leon's
works listed, and perhaps the titles will sufficiently indicate
their contents and subjecta treated, and from thip, in turn,
you might be able to =select what you think would be most
important to you. Generally, we refer to four pamphlets as
'basic,' namely, 'What Means This Strike?' 'Reform or Revolution,' 'Burning Question of Trades Unionism* and 'Sociali
Reconmuction of Society.' On the other hand, one of his
works that probably will be remernbred the longest is his
magnificent ' l b o Pages from Roman History.' Another
splendid work which has an amazingly onmnt relevancy is
bis 'F'laahli&ta of the M e r d a m Congrees,' t h i ~being his
'report' of the International Socialist Congrm held at Amsterdam, in 1904. It is, however, much more than a report
-it is a birdseye view, so to speak, of the European Socialist
and labor movement. It contains a number of t b d n a i l
sketches of the outstanding Social Democratic miters and
leaders of the period."
You acknowledged this letter and the material I had sent
-you on a "Paramount Pictures, Inc." letterhead, dated May
11, 194s:
"Dear

Mr. Peteraen:

"Thank you for your very kind letter of April 27 and
the group of books you so generody sent me. I am now
reading your 'Daniel De Leon: S w i d Architech' and I find
it very interesting. I think that for the moment the g m u p
of books you sent me wilt rake care of my needs. I will read
hissenden's 'The I.W.W.' when I come to that part of my
story.
''1 hesitate to accept these books from you without pay-

-

to mnd you a copy of my

Debs book when

it

cornear off the

I acknowledged your letter briefly on May 15, 1945.
Since then, until the appearance of your book, I heard
nothing more about the matter.
The books and pamphlets I sent you, and those to which
I r e f e d in my htters, provided material for a rounded-out
portrait of De Leon, with particular reference to his principlts,
policies and the program end
he advocated. It is
quite obvious that eithes you did not read any of them or
you completely disregarded the facts preeented. I believe you
read the bmks-certainIy some of them-but, finding hat
what you learned did not suit your purpose, you apparentIy

r

decided to ignore the facts, except, perhaps, in so far as a*
quainyourself s u f f i c i d y with them would enable you
to present De Leon as the very opposite of what he was, hk
true eharacterietice, and'the principles for which he stood
Apparenly you n&d
a foil fox the angelic and "peacct.
loving" Debs you portrayed in certain parts of your book,
and De Leon was elected! Why you chose him, of all men,
for the groteeque and false role in which you cast him,
perhaps only you can explaip. The lest of ua wiU have to
guess. But since it has becwtte quite an indoor sport to portray De Leon as the villain in the piece, as a dictator, as
a disrupter of the (m.calIed) Iabor mwement, as an intolerant, b i g 4 p o w e r d i n g individual, I conclude that
you simply decided to add your bi$, and that you consoled
yourself with the though that only a very few people would
h o w , or' care, about the facts, and that, therefore, you could
91
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perpetrate your fraud wi& impunity. The prospect of turn- 1
ing the fraud, and your rut&uu exptoihtion of W ' a private
life, to pour profit, in the shape of many nice dolbra (with
visions of pomibh fat movie contracts), undoubtedly etrengthm
e n d your deOermination to go the limit. T h e result--'The
Adversary in the Home," which is neither fact nor legitimate
fiction, however much you may fancy yourself hiding behind
the dePiee of the " a d n writer,
"@license."
Apart from !he dewnriqht lice and ehdem, them are a
number of minor snide or oblique derences to I)e L o n in
your book, n o m e of &em perhap U 1 c with thoee who,
though lmowing the facts, might h o n e d i n a p e m to their
implications. With th- I am not greatly concerned. But
there are two pasmgm i your b d which me SQ brazenly
in violation of all the weJlhown facts concerning De lean
&at they condama you a~ the W i e r of facts ~d malicious
traducer of De Leon I haw charged you with being. In
Book V, chapter 5, you convict your& most completely in
these respects. You give an account of a rne&ing between
I)e Leon and Dabs (a m&g
which, of coarse, ntver took
place) in which De llwon appears *B a xaoing fanatic, a bnr1711srevolutioniat, an an a d v m t l d pbydcul force and
vidmce, and igga2t.y aa a creature out of B D ~ Pfictional
~
account of a long-haired, wild-@, blood-and&under eonspirabr-d in b be& style of the b k k - 8 ~ o a PiUain
l
in
a purple "meIIerdramma." The fact dmt thim De Leon ha8
ser little lilremas to the ml De Leon as has a black crow
to a white 8wan a p p a r d y do- not trouble you a bit.
I shall paw quickly over some of the dbtails-M, for
ipmme, y m dmcriptim of De Leon as Bitting like s bearded
ogre in a cobweld& dm! d.,
e t c . 4 cwne to the main
points. Y w put &we wodn in De h n ' mw&:
~
"Of that
true [Marian] smialiaca I am the official i n t a w and
lender in Ammica.'' Dc Lmon not ody never said any&hg

&.,

I

of the Irind, bat he was qniie ipmpabae of having ever utmdla
% did not lay daim to any such
idiotic title as "official inteqmtm'' of Socialim, and fie
never faikd to denounce "the b d m " ("fuehrer") concqt in
the strougmt trnma
De Leon's Socidipt p h h q h y precluded the idea of a
'leader* exctpt in so far ae tfie command of €ac& applicatian of logic, and ths wmigbt of intelltntual integrity j w i d
my idea of "leaddip" at dl. A characteristic expression
of birs on chis point is found in b d w i c w a y &a the ancient

knd
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plebs Ieadm end the modein 'labor leader,'' "Two P e from
Roman History.''
Here, in the d o n entitled 'The Pxob
brim Revolution Is lmpslld and Held Together by haam,
Not Rhetoric," he said: "The pdetuim army of emaacipation cannot mwik of
dumb driven herd. The very idea
is a oontradi&on in temm." And h context in which this
is set is, or &odd be, convincing on the point to any b o n d
and reasoning person.
Next you &pi& De Leon ati a boor who would not even
ask Debs ta sit down, and rn raving aad railing at Debs on
the score of the latteis "su~timdntd"S&+,
and you pat
thasc words in De b ' e mouth:
"You convince no one with team. You convince the
workem with cold -1
a d the aapitdi~tswida hut led/''
The pmt I have underscored is n d only idiotieit b
infamom. De Leon, as everyone knows, never misaed an opportunity to denounm the anarchiiic and criminal nonacnse
of morting to violence, whther it took the form of street
fights, dynamite or "hot h F !
De Leon's pro&m d phn for uchicviq the Gwiaht
revoln*n are too weU known generally to require &bration here. Briefly, the p r o m included thc or-g
of
the workers politieally for the peaoefd conqeat of pmr by
the working dasa, and the f n M d organkah of the
98
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workers to back their victory at the ballot box. There was
not the remotest suggestion of a Bakuain, a Kropotkin, ox a
" B W Haywood in De Leon-nor, I might add, for 'that matter of a Debs, a Victor Berger or a Morris Hillquit in their
odd "violent" momenta, And yet you contrive to make 09
Leon utter this mat nonsense (to Debar) :
"Do you think I need qillionr of men, and millions of
doIlare to bring about the revolution? [Sic!] When the
right moment corn- I win aeim the government with a handful of well-trained and obedient lieutenants." ( !!)
It e r e a , not merely the lively imagination of a profsiond novelist, but an unprincipled character as well to
preacnt such a picture of the eminently sme and b & n d
the wholly civilized and reasoning De Lon, sputtering such
I
inrrane melodramatic%.
You go on, with complete contempt for the truth and
the facts, to preeent De h n aa laying dawn "terms" to
Debs for "uniting" the members of the Socialist Labor Party
and the Socialist party (of course, the two men never discussed the subject!), and you c a m De Leon to invite Debs to
"put yourself in my hands, and to lay your followers at my
feet." (!) And in your wild f a n h y , you have Ile Leon
aaraying:
"Try to understand me, Mr. Debs, there are no mergers;
you and your people come into my organization as obedient
rubjecta [I!].
Yo- main task i to understand my will
and carry out my orders [ !!1. There are no questionings
in the Socialist Labor Party, Mr. Debs, no arguments, no
housewife demands [ !J. Alone I have created the form in
w h i o h ' ~ u x i a n SaLliam cau and muat be achieved in the-

industrial worId [!I."
You describe Debs standing "blinking, trying to understand the convolutions of De Leon's mind. . ." ( !) We11 might
poor Debs ''blink," well might he try, vainly, to understand

,

I

I
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eueh "oonvoluti0na"l And equally hard would it haw been
for the poor devil to "understsad" De Leon's alleged "demanda," .for they made no sea@ either from De Leon's or
Debs's Btandpoiatl They could only make sense of a sort
in thw j o u r n u c M h m a where such fiction is manufactured for the b e f ~ of
t the ignormt and the gulIible. Therre
are the "demands" aa mnceived in that extraordinary mind
of yours:
"They [the S.P.] would publish no newspapers, no
pamphlets or h c b except those written bg De Leon himaelf,
or edited and approved by him. All new members were to
be trained in De Leon dialectics I!] and utter no word
except that which he had approved as the party line [!1.
Gene [Debs] and bb asaociattx must empty their minds as
completely as t
h
e bowels would be emptied by castor oil
I ! ! ] ,then they would be given a new content by De Lwn,
one whicb they would never have to change, question or
discard. They would all act as one, do aa one: and Daniel
De Leon would be that One. In unqudoning obediencs
lay the fume of the revolution! To their enemies they
might appear as automatons, might even look foolish if
required to rmere their positions in mid-air, like the bumming bird. But only through thL solidity of purpow and
s h a g t h wuld hey, so few in number, conquer the flaccid,
directionlm masses, and destroy the capitalist system." ( !!)
And when he thereupon allegedly asked Debs: "Are you
able to accept this discipline, Mr. Debs?" poor, gaping Debs
could only atutker: " I . . . I .. ( !) But "De Leon" is also
11magnanimous,"
however "unrelenting," aa proof of which

."

pou serve this bucketful:
"Understand rue [this is still Da Leon supposedly speaking], I have no covetous bourgeois ego to placate; I do not
*rule and command becauae it gives me any pleasure; it ir
a burden [here a deep sigh is no doubt indicated] I carry

I01

mast unwillingly. I am not meking power for its own sake,
but only to achiwt tbc dictatorship of the pro let aria^" I! !)
Findly, Deba rumvera mffi&dy to aak d
y if "De
Leon" will "
~ his control,
"
if %en will.. . be f~ to
&ink as they wiah," when the "revolution" is acoompli~hed.
But the "implacabie" De Leon of your fertile and pe+uliar
imagination
have none of that! And now the situation
is becoming menacing to Debs, for "De Lon" has by this
time "edged out of his tight corner," confronting the w m b e d
We, who "stood awkwardly, nemoua tremors of fright ntn.
ning &rough bie abdomen." ( ! !)
And he conclusion Debs formed of the "philosophy" of
this fanDo ];ton wae that "De Leon's mcialism apparently meant a flowering of man's intestinal trah" (! ) And
w, bravely he defim author Stone's "De kon," and oonfessa that though b (Debs) likes ''a comfortabIe bed to sleep
in," and "a good pot r o b for h e r , " he a h liked the
right to speak hie mind I T h i ~ o k a t i o n aroused the
mythical De Leon to fury. Sholrtiag at Dsba, he is made
to say: "We w i l l have to destroy you fir* before we can
meet our enemies with a mlid phalanx md drive them into
the sea!' (!) What 'ha" deponent say& not, which is jufit
a6 well. But
Deba haa had enough-he fled from "De
Lmn's" presence, d n g abetter in the "p&17'haven of
the corner =loon where be "downed two whbkies as fast as
he could drink &em*''
L u d y for Debs this did not happen during prohibition
-what with not knowing the "paesword," and the lethal
bootleg whisky, he sure would have been a goner, and De
L o n might have been haled before the bar of justice for
murdering the noble, angelic Debs at the bar of the bootlegger! As things turned out, Debs recovered, though "he had
never been so frightened in hie life." (!) And under the.
stimulus of the several whiakiea he took himself to thinking,
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and the result of hia "thinking" was that "De Laon" waa not
going to give the w&m
a break--not he! And Deb, so
you assum UB, now knew thaL "De h n i s political belief waa
a throwback to the Middle Aqpe, to &e a b s o I u h of the
divine right of d m .,." ( f !) And more of this gotquerie
and downing, e lar Gilbert and Sullivan, though those genial
felIowe would at hast have made the b u r h u e amusing,
however absurd!
Now, as you very well know-aa you welI knew when
you concocted t
b contemptible hoax--all the sentiments,
views and weird notions tbai you d u t e to DQ IRDn were
the direct appoaite of the well-known facts. I have already
quoted from his 'Two Pages from Ruman History" to mfututt
your reckiedy false contentions. Again and again Dt Leon
would say that he had no desire to lead, nor taste for leading,
cs#le--meaning that his aim and hope were for an o r g a n a
working c k , self-reliant, w m i o u s of its goal, and knowing
how to reach it. "It [the proletariat, he said] needs information for ballast as for 8aik and its organization must be
marked with intd&m cmperBCion." And elsewhere he ub
served: "Ihe Sociaht Republic will not leap into existence
out of the &g
social loom, an a yard of calico is turned
out by a Narthrop loom. Nor will its only possible architect,
the workkg c b t h a t is, &e wage earner, or wage slave,
the modern proletariat-figure in the prom= as a m e c h i c d
firee moved m h u n h l l y . In other words, the world's theater
of Social Evolution is not a Punch and Judy box, nor are
the actors on that world's stage manikins, operated with
wirea"
This quite suffices to expose as utterly false and conternptible your claim tbat t)e Leon was a manipulator of puppets,
or that he regarded his fellow memberar, and the workers
generally, a13 dunmiear to te operated by him ox my wouldbe dictator. But this is not aU The c I a i i you make that
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De Lean was an advocate of physical force and violence is
equally monstroun in ib faIsity and absurdity. To prove
thia is the k e s t thing in the world, but it is aIso the sillieetas silly as would be the gilding of the lily, ox the perfuming
of the rose.
Take any baok or pamphlet by De Leon, turn at random
to almost any passage, and &e refutation of your unfounded
contention will stare you in the face. If you were not so
abysmally ignorant of the history of the revoIutionary movement ip this country you would know, for instance, that the
spIit in the X.W.W. in 1908 was primarily and mentially over
the question of political, i.e., peaceful and civilized action
v e m s h,
i.e., anarchistic, physical-farce action, with De
Leon atontIy defendipg political action sod pesceful methods.
Though Debs was largely paseive in this struggle, he did d e
clare that De Leon waa right--and let it go at that. And
anulng those who upheld the marcho-syndicalist positioli,
that is, the physical force and violent insurrection program,
we find such oaEstanding fellow members of Debs as Wm.
D. Haywood, at about that time a m d e r of the National
Executive Cornmitt- of the Socialist party. Tt would, indeed,
have been a far happier thought if you had picked the
anarcho-syadicalist Haywood as the lamblike Deb~'sopposite
in your lurid melodrama!
As m mawer to the marcho-ayndicaIiata in the LW.W.
(those whoae slogans included "Strike at the ballot box with
an ax"! ) , De Leon wrote a numbst of editorials subsequently
gathered in a volume entitled, "As To Polities." If you have
any m a e of decency left, a reading of that pamphIet should
bring the blush of shame to your cheeks! Let me quote this
passage from the first editorial in the =rim: "Not everything
that capitalism has brought about is to be rejected. . . Among
the valuable things that c a p i t a h has introduced is the idea
oJ pemP:/d methods /or seitiing disputes. Of a piece with the
.I04
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court method for the peaceful d e m e n t of disputes is the
political method. The organhion h r rejects Jb method
and orgunk for force only r d s itself but of #he
of
c i d k u t b n , . Political agitation..
p h the revolution
abresst of c i v i l i d and inte-nt
mtthodt-cinilbed,
b
cause they offer a chance to a y f d aokrtion. . ."
In l i e mbbraied 1905 Minneapolis a d h (published as
a pamphIet under+the title, "Socialist Reconstruction of Seciety"), De Leon pursues this line of reawning &tenfly.
Said he, in part: "It [politid action] m a y mean the consummation of that ideal so dearly ~ursuedby the S o c i a l i s t 4
peac-ew solution OJ & sock1 qwtb~."(The underscoring
here is De Leon's own.)
It is not necessary to addum further pioof of De Leon'a
insistence on peaceful methods, of his complete rejection of,
an.d contempt for, those who advocated violence and pure
and simple physical farce-"hot lead," to repeat your own
.
foolish words and fa& statement.
The second passage to which I referred is your nnscrupulous and fdse account of the meeting that ahuM have taktn
place at the Labor Lyceum on East Fourth Street, Maahattan-should have, but did not take place owing to the rowdy
tactics of the Hillquit disrupters who sought, 6y physkaI
force, to capture the Party and the official organ, The People,
of w&.& De Leon was editor. Your story is false from be
+kg to end, as the official =or& c l e d y &ow. Particularly falae and ridiculous is your placing Debs at that meeting. Debs probably was far from the place; he ce&y
had
no hand, and probably no interm whatever, in this particular
struggIe; and he was, in any case, largely an unknown quantity to eastern Socialists at that time. The account given by
Rudolph Katz (who zuus &me) follows the essential facts. I
quote from Katz's account:
"Qn July 8, 2899, the general committee of Saction New

.
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York was to hold its re&
meting and elect officera for:
the ensuing six monh. The meetings of the general corn*;
mittee were then held at the Labor Lyceum, so called, a sortt,
of party headquarterar for the city. At a previous time offimra of the national organizations had also been in this buiId~
ing. On the ground flwr was a saloon, above tbe portals of
which was written in large gilt letter8 the legend, 'Labor
Lyceum,' and in still larger h e m , 'Beer:Tunne).' On
floor above the 'beer tmnnel' was the meeting halI for
delegates to the general committee. O n the Saturday ni
of July 8, 1899, this hall was filled to ita utmost cap
Not all thw p m t were delegates. There were always s

visitors, but on tbi nigh; the number of visitors was much
larger than at any other time.
"Abehn c d e d the meeting to order and asked for nomi
nations for chairman. Henry Kuhn was nominated by the toya
delegate, Bock by the other side. It became evident that it
would be difficult to bold a meeting right then, for those who
had come to make the 'revolution' would not wait until their
credentials were prrs8nted, but wanted to vote on the chair*
manship before they were seated.
"Men who were not at aU delegates also wanted to vote.
Hillquit wm k e to give advice to hia aide-Iawyera always
give advice. The o&
insisted that thme who were not
as yet seated as delegam codd not vote for the chairman.
Hillquit began to give advice and startd a harangue. He
was called to order, but refused to obey. The organizer, not
Ling able to preseme order with his gavel, called for a committee to assist the sergeant-at-arms. Several members, among
them Arthur Keep, volunteered, Hitlquih who insisted upon
speaking, was approached by Keep and requested to sit down.
Then the fighting began. Several fellows fell over Keep; the
oppositionists had cume prepared for a physical encounter.
Many Mows were struck. but nothing very serious happened.

The object of the &Y

to put the Ioyd party members
out was not aaecomphhd
''After an hour'* fightipg the janitor put out the lights,
and the meaing of the general d t k m did not take place.
Next morning, however, tbe- V
puldbhed a notice
calling a meeting of the general committee for Monday, July
10, in a ban on dm Bowery. This, of cmme, meant bolting
from the Socialist h r Party."
But the failure of the Hillquit gangsters on d& ocasim
did not deter them Two days later-JuIy 10, l%they
entered the nakionaI office of the Socialist Labor Party (including the editorial office), by phpid force, and attermpted
to raid the place and to w r y away the Party's property. They
were soundly beaten, not only on tbis occasion, but subsequently in court when they presented their naive claim to
the Socialist W o r Parky, and their brazen contention tbatthey "owned" The People and other natiod Socialist Labor
property ! HiIlquit, acting like the typical shyster lawyer, was
prmnt on all three occasions, and on eech occasion was
•
defeatrd in hi conspiratoripl d f o h .
But, referring to the Labor yceum would-be m h n g , you
say: "Gene, who was watching
Leon, aaw him run out the
front door to safe.ty." (!I) This is as -pi@
false as the rerst
of your ~tory-if simply never codd have happened In the
first PI-,
Debs waea't there, so he couldn't have seen De
Leon run out any door! Secondly, I)e Leon didn't "run" for
safety (then, or at any other time), since he and his essociatm
remained ip powssion of the premises after the V h S u n g
gang (including Hillquit) had fled I Thm can be no expIaaation for pour telling this wild yarn except a maIicions dmim
to behle De Leon and portray him as a physical coward
What an utterly shameful performanca ! YOUFresorting to rmch
methods (even under protdon of so-called "poetic licensew)
p i a c ~you beneath contempt

k,

In the very beginning of your "biographical novel" you
report a meeting between Debs and Robert Ingemoll. That
such a meeting took place is possible, but improbable. It
is probabIy.as fictional as the rest. But that is not the point.
W s , YOU claim, had read storiee about IngereoU and his
family that "saddened" him: Ingemli's son had gone insane,
his two daughters had become "mrtudlin drunkards," md
Ingemoll himself was s u p p o ~ dto be on the verge of callapse!
When Debs conveyed his sympathies to Ingersoll over the latter's "rnisforhlnq" Mr. fngersoll (as you report him) said:
"I wauIdn't worry abuut that story too much, Mr. Debs.
My ~ n I yson did not read a great many novels. He did not
go inasne. Be did not die. I never I
d a son!"
Debs asked: "You mean that people hare you so ferociously that they will fabricate theas stories out of thin air?"

Ingersoll replied: "Thin sir, and gaseous."
De te Jab& nmratur!. Need I point he moral?
Yes, "people" (i-e., scoundrels and enrmiee of Socialistn)
hated De L o n , bated his work, his great principles, so "fernciously" that they would (and still do) "fabricate" the wildest
stories about him "out of thiyl air," traduce him, lie about
him sbameleasly, and you are now a member in good standing
of those "pp1e"-right up i.n front of the caravan of falsifiers and vilifiers of the noble De L o n whose greatness and
achievements your "literary" gr~cex'a)soul is incapable of
comprehending.
h e of your boosters (whose business it is to "plugy'
literary greengoods) wrote in a review of your "biographical
novel" that your mearch "i.s always scrupulous and exhaus-

tive." And he added: "The principal f a m are bound to be
accurate in any Irving Stone book. ." You have shamefully betrayed your pal! Tn the same review he wrote: "Debs'a
abhorrence of violence could no more approve of war than
ir could of the violence preached by the De Leon varietv of

.
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I am quoting Om&
(September 26, 1941).

h i d i s h . . ."

Y ork Times
I

'

Praeco# of the New

See how it works? YOU start the lie on its way; it ia
caught up by a Prmott, and enlargd upon. Presentlp; the.
fabIe become unmgnhable even by the original perpettator
of the lie, in tbis inetaacs youreelf. Mr. Prwott r d v e d SO
many protests that he was compelled to make public aeItnow1:
edgment of them-whereupon he p
d the buck to you.
(SPe New Yoxk T k , October 14, 1947.) The gentleman's
literary ethics are such that he cannot see (or will not admit)

that he made the vicious slander I quoted from hb review
his very own. He referred his critics to you for confirmation
of his own slanderous statement! You are, indeed, both of
the same goodly wmpany!
I aii not much interested in Debs and his activities in the
labor movement, nor in his personal habits and private family quarrels. The account you give of h a last mentioned
would, however, do justice to a Walter Winchen. It is intereating to note the pains you took in portraying him as a drunkard (ofcourse, he drank to drown his tiorrow!) and aho as
an occasional advocate of violence-hi summoning of "a million revolutionists. . . with gum" b .particularly intereating
in view of the lamb-like role in whicb yon cast him as %ahat
the alleged "violence" of De Leon! But as an occasional
preacher of, or inciter to, v i o b and dramatic barricade
fights, he did not by any means stand alone among hh feIlow members of the Socialist party. Mr. Victor Berger (according to the published Socialist party convention proceedings, 1912) frankly advwakd bullets if ballots failed-he,
too, summoned '~rev01utionists" by the milIi0n-~2,OQ0,000
working men.. . [each of whom] should [he declared], beside doing much reading and stilI more thinking, d o h e
a good ri& and the newsary rounds of ammudion in his
home." (!) And lawyer Hillquit, in a debate with "Bill" Hay-

wood (no do& to prove &at he c w l d be as b l d y a "rev*
lutionist" as the next one), thundered at Cooper Union that
"We [the S.P.] wPl fight like tigem on the barricades." How
. tiger9 fight on barricades I k w w sot, but we get Hillquit's
mmning! And h e are the ''peace-lovingn gentry (particularly Debs) whom you place in juxtapoeitim to the alIeged
"hot lead to capitaU" h i d De h
l
I don't know what you proto do abut your falsifica*
tion and vilifications of De Lmn in your bkk. A decent
and conscientious Wrson would, of course, hasten to apologize and set about rectifying the damage done to a ereat
name. H you, however, should prove to be deaf to the a p
p i 4 to yonr reason and sense of decency, perhaps yonr publishers will prove mire rwponsive. la any caee, if you fail
to make the necessarp amenda and corrections, we shall see
if a way cannot be found to compel you to do so.
Yours truly*
Arnold Petersen.

P.S. It may poseibly interest yon to know that I Itaye
today rewived a letter from the widow of the iUustrioue Daniel
De Leon, Mrs. B. C. De Leon, in which she expresses hei
indignation at the danders and misrapmntations in your
book, which she had just read.

Among other things she

writee: "It is certah1y scaadalau~." And she adds: "It rreems
to be part of the riaring ride of hawed against Socialism, Mam-

im and De Leonism and Industrial Unionism"-a judgment
that I am sum will be m n m d in by all decent pemonn who
take the trouble to acquaint t h e m d m with the facts anent
De Leon's life and work.

A.P.
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